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THESIS ABSTRACT 

 

Name:              Moruf Olalekan Yusuf 

Title:                Towards Optimal Design of RC Structures for   Corrosive 

Environments in Saudi Arabia 

Department:  Civil Engineering 

Date:   May, 2009 

 

   The optimal design of reinforced concrete (RC) structure in the Arabian Gulf 

environment to withstand chloride-induced reinforcement corrosion is an indispensable 

task so as to reduce the life cycle costs and to ensure that structures do not fail before their 

designed service-life. For safety and durability in structures, high quality concrete, 

adequate cover thickness are required that can accommodate the loss of concrete and steel 

due to deterioration in a given corrosive environment. With the ultimate objective of 

designing durable RC structures, the research presented in this thesis is based on the 

common construction materials available locally and used in corrosive environments in 

Saudi Arabia.   

 

Regarding compressive strength and elastic moduli, models were generated from 

experimental data obtained by testing the plain cement concrete specimens cast by using 

aggregate from Taif (Western region) and Dammam (Eastern region) with varied water-to-

cementitious materials ratios (w/cm) (0.4, 0.45 and 0.5), fine to total aggregate ratios (0.35, 

0.4 and 0.45) and cementitious materials contents (350, 375 and 400 kg/m
3
) with addition 

of eight percent silica fume in all the concrete mixtures. Models for reinforcement 

corrosion penetration rates were developed from the experimental data obtained by testing  

RC specimens cast with same mixture proportions as that for strength and elasticity but 

with varied cover thickness (25 mm, 37.5 mm and 50 mm) and subjected to varied chloride 

exposures by using three NaCl concentrations of 3%, 7% and 12%.     

 

An approach for optimal design of RC beams and column for aggressive environments was 

developed. The proposed design approach consists of first optimizing strength, elasticity, 

and corrosion penetration rate by using models developed in the present study and then 

calculating other durability parameters, such as loss of concrete, chloride diffusion 

coefficient, time to initiation and propagation of reinforcement corrosion by using the 

models reported in the literature.  The next steps of optimal design consist of structural 

design of the members corresponding to a minimum total cost satisfying the serviceability 

and durability constraints.  To illustrate the utility of the proposed approach, typical 

examples of optimal design of beam and column were considered, and optimal designs 

were carried out by using the programs written on Microsoft Excel package supported 

Solver.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1       DURABILITY OF REINFORCED CONCRETE (RC) IN CORROSIVE 

ENVIRONMENTS 

   The corrosion of metal, especially reinforcing steel, in concrete has received increasing 

attention in recent years because of its widespread occurrence in certain types of structures 

and the high cost of repair and maintenance of the structures. The corrosion of steel 

reinforcement was first observed in marine structures and chemical manufacturing plants 

[1]. The corrosion of reinforcing steel in concrete is recognized as a significant problem for 

concrete infrastructure subjected to chloride environments [2]. This problem drains 

resources in both the public and private sectors. The menace of reinforcement corrosion 

has been widely reported to be the main cause of deterioration of many reinforced concrete 

(RC) structures leading to premature failures before their design life is attained.  For 

instance, in the United States, about 173,000 bridges on the interstate system are 

structurally deficient or functionally obsolete, in part due to deterioration caused by 

corrosion of reinforcing steel [3]. Implementation of solutions is needed, both in the design 

of structures resistant to corrosion and the rehabilitation of structures that are already 

suffering the effects of corrosion. 

    Reinforced concrete (RC) structures deteriorate with time if subjected to an aggressive 

environment. As civil infrastructure is aging, owners have to spend an increasing 

percentage of their budgets on rehabilitation of existing RC structures. To improve 
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durability, reduce maintenance costs and extend service-life, special design requirements 

for RC structures built in aggressive environments are usually specified. These 

requirements include the use of high- performance concrete (with low water/cement ratio), 

increased concrete cover (e.g. AS 3600 [4]), and the use of admixtures (i.e. corrosion 

inhibitors) [5]. 

   Research  conducted in the Arabian Gulf environment  has revealed that the service-life 

of buildings in this region may be expected to be between 10 to 15 years, and sometimes 

only 5 years, owing to the prevailing aggressive weather conditions [6].  In some cases, 

reinforcement corrosion has been found to be so severe that the damage occurred even 

before the completion of construction [7].   

   Chloride (either admixed or diffused) has been observed to be mainly responsible for 

reinforcement corrosion in concrete. Recently, numerous reports of reinforcement 

corrosion occurrence in bridge decks and parking structures exposed to chloride ions have 

actually proved this point, and at the same time made the problem particularly prominent. 

Extensive research on factors contributing to reinforcement corrosion has increased our 

understanding of the mechanisms of corrosion, especially concerning the role of chloride 

ions [8]. 

   Chloride ions are common in nature and very small amount are normal in concrete-

making materials. These ions may be intentionally added to the concrete, most often as a 

constituent of accelerating admixtures. Dissolved chloride ions may also penetrate 

hardened concrete in structures exposed to marine environments or to deicing salt. Besides, 

the environment influences the corrosion rate, as it contains oxygen and moisture which 
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are essential substances in electrochemical corrosion. Macrocell corrosion is imminent in 

RC with a significant gradient in chloride ions, especially when subjected to wetting and 

drying.  

   Heterogeneity of the concrete matrix and reinforcing steel, reduction in pH, cracks in the 

concrete, less dense concrete microstructures or high permeability, stray current, design 

features and construction practices are among other factors that affect the corrosion rate or 

extent of corrosion of the reinforcing bar in the concrete. Therefore, mixture proportions of 

concrete, thickness of concrete cover over the reinforcing steel, crack control measures, 

and implementation of measures designed specifically for corrosion protection, are some of 

the factors that can help to control the onset and rate of corrosion [9].  

   The effects of reinforcement corrosion range from loss of cross-section of rebar to cracks 

formation due to stresses exerted within the concrete which cannot be supported by the 

limited plastic deformation of the concrete. This eventually results in economic waste due 

to high costs of maintenance, durability incompetence, structural and service failure [10] 

that  may ultimately cause loss of lives due to sudden structural collapse [11].  

   Several models have been proposed for prediction of carbonation depth, chloride 

concentration at a given depth and time, corrosion initiation time, corrosion rate, concrete 

cover cracking and residual load-bearing capacity of corroded members [1213 -14]. Many 

studies have been reported on optimal design of concrete mixtures [1516,-17].  Considerable 

research has been reported on optimal design of RC members [181920212223] while only a few 

research studies regarding durability-based service-life design of RC members are reported 

in the literature [24,25]. 
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   However, the optimal design of RC members, combining the cost optimization of 

materials (i.e. optimization of concrete mixture, and optimal proportioning of concrete and 

steel in the member) and durability of structures, has not got the desired attention in 

corrosive environments including the coastal areas of Saudi Arabia.  

   This study is aimed at first obtaining models for compressive strength of concrete and 

reinforcement corrosion rate by using the experimentally generated data for concrete cast 

by using aggregates from the Eastern and Western regions of Saudi Arabia. This was 

followed by developing a methodology for using the strength and durability models to 

carry out cost-effective structural design of RC members.  

 

1.2  NEED FOR THIS RESEARCH 

   Considerable research has been carried out on the optimal design of RC members in 

corrosive environments. However, two important design issues have not been studied in a 

unified format. These two design issues are: (i) optimization of concrete design to satisfy 

the requirement for strength, workability and durability at a minimum cost; and (ii) 

incorporation of the target service-life as one of the design criteria for durable structures. 

These two issues are implicitly inter-related in a rather complex manner. A meaningful and 

unified design methodology should account for the multi-criteria inter-relationships. 

Therefore, the present study aims at providing the required unified methodology towards 

achieving the optimal design of RC structures.  

   This research was conducted to develop models for concrete strength, elasticity, and 

reinforcement corrosion penetration rate, in terms of key parameters affecting performance 

of concrete such as water cement ratio, cementitious materials content, and fine-to-total 
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aggregate ratio. Cover over reinforcing steel, and chloride concentrations, were 

additionally considered in the case of reinforcement corrosion penetration rate modelling. 

The development of models is a pre-requisite for designing durable and cost-effective 

design of the RC members. 

 

1.3  OBJECTIVES 

  The primary objective of this work was to develop models for strength, elastic modulus, 

and reinforcement corrosion penetration rate, by using the experimental data obtained 

through testing concrete specimens prepared with aggregates from two different sources in 

Saudi Arabia (namely: Western Province-Taif and Eastern Province). Strength and 

corrosion deterioration models are developed in this study after an extensive survey of 

issues most relevant to durability-based design of RC structures. These models can be used 

to help design RC members. Specific objectives of this research are as follows: 

 To provide guidelines for optimizing the concrete cost through the variation of 

cross-sectional dimension and area of steel in RC beams and columns. 

 To utilize the target service-life as one of the design constraints included in the 

durability design of the RC members. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1  OPTIMIZATION OF CONCRETE MIXES 

     The optimization of concrete mix design through full factorial techniques was carried 

out by Soudki et al. [26]. They investigated concrete compressive strength by varying 

concrete constituent materials and parameters, such as water-cementitious material ratio, 

coarse aggregate to total aggregate ratio, total aggregate/cement ratio and temperature. The 

experimental data were analyzed by using polynomial regression. Mathematical 

polynomials were developed for concrete strength as a function of temperature and mix 

proportion. Similarly, Waseem [27] adopted the same approach to develop economic mix 

proportions for given strength and workability requirements. Shakhmenko and Birsh [15] 

developed a computer program for the optimization of concrete mix by selecting the most 

suitable aggregate and through analytical and numerical methods. They also took into 

account granulation parameter of aggregate mix with a view to reducing the material cost, 

improving the quality of aggregate packing and reducing the cement consumption.  

    Goltermann et al. [16] have suggested a packing model for the aggregate selection and 

combination to obtain aggregate mixes having the lowest void contents with maximum 

packing degree (the ratio between bulk density and the aggregate grain density). Thus, the 

packing degree according to them is a characteristic of the specific aggregate type or mix 

and it indicates the void volume and the amount of cement paste necessary in the concrete. 
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    Maruyana et al. [28] have used a genetic algorithm to optimize concrete mix by 

categorising the problems as multi-criteria optimization. The concept of Pareto optimality 

of evaluation of plural was applied to derive the optimum solution. In this contribution, 

two proportioning problems were solved by the genetic algorithm: a request of delayed 

setting time and high flowability (consistency) in hot weather on one hand and of 

accelerated setting and high flowability in cold weather on the other. 

2.2  OPTIMUM DESIGN OF RC STRUCTURES 

       An optimum design is a design which minimizes or maximizes a certain objective 

function, and still meets its design requirements [29]. The advancement of computer 

enables design optimization process to be conducted systematically and consistently. 

Optimization techniques that are based on optimality criteria approach, mathematical 

programming and genetic algorithms [30] are widely employed now.   It is possible to 

apply analytical methods of design to search for an optimal concrete-mix composition at 

lowest cost [17].  

   Concrete mix can be optimized first developing the models for strength, workability, 

permeability /durability, and unit cost of concrete in terms of the key variables including 

water/cement ratio, cement content, fine aggregate/total aggregate ratio, and percentage of 

mineral admixtures. These models can then be utilized for obtaining the optimal 

composition of a concrete mix corresponding to a minimum unit cost satisfying the 

strength, workability, and durability requirements. 
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2.2.1  General Formulation of the Optimal Design Problems  

   For a structural frame model comprising beams and columns with reinforcement areas 

As1, and As2 in tension, and compression, respectively, and for prescribed structural 

supports/joints conditions, Garstecki et al. [18] have suggested the following generalized 

objective function F(s) for optimal design: 
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where: 

F(s) = objective function representing the cost of a frame 

 b = width of the cross-section 

 h = overall depth of the cross section 

d = effective depth   

cc, cs and cf = unit cost of concrete, steel and formwork, respectively 

NB  = number of beams 

NC = number of columns 

NE = number of structural elements (NE = NB + NC) 
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The above objective function is subject to the following constraints: 

(i) Limit state load bearing capacity constraint: this is called the ultimate limit state 

constraint of beams and columns 

  (M, N) ≤ 0 

with M and N denoting the bending moment and axial force, respectively, (where N > 0 for 

compression). For computation of M and N, the equilibrium state (shown in Figure 2.1a) 

may be assumed in using the following equilibrium equations: 
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1122 )5.0()5.0()]([
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h ssssc ahNahNdyyybM                                            …(2.2) 
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                                                                            ...(2.3) 

  While the bending moment M and axial force N are obtained from linear finite element 

analysis, the bending moment in column is increased to allow for random eccentricities, 

which are assumed as deterministic values. A typical example of the limit interaction curve 

 (M, N) = 0 computed from above equations for M and N for a rectangular cross-section 

un-symmetrical reinforcement is shown in Fig. 2.1b. 
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Figure 2.1: Ultimate limit state and interaction diagram for rectangular section [19]. 

 

(ii) Column stability (buckling) constraint  

  (Nsd)i ≤ β (Ncrit)i  for i = 1, 2,…, NC                                                    …(2.4) 

where: β is the user-supplied coefficient (usually less than unity). 
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(iii) Beam displacement constraint 

  ai ≤ (aadm)i   for i = 1, 2,…, NB                                                              …(2.5) 

(iv) Crack-width constraint: for beams and columns it is required that  

 (wk)ij ≤ wadm  for i = 1,2,…,NB;  j = 1, 2, 3 

 (wk)ij ≤ wadm for i = 1,2,…,NC;  j = 1, 2, 3                                                       …(2.6) 

where:  j = 1 – left support, j = 2 – span, j = 3 – right support. 

(v) Shear force constraint: for beams and columns it is required that  

  (Vsd)ij ≤ VRd2  for i = 1,2,…, NE;  j = 1, 2, 3                                         …(2.7) 

where: Vsd denotes the design shear force, whereas VRd2 denotes the maximum design 

shear force that can be carried without crushing the concrete. 

(vi)  Steel reinforcement constraint: for beams and columns it is required that the steel 

content should satisfy the following percentages: 

  
min
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where:  is the ratio of steel area to concrete area. 
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(vii) Structural joint stiffness constraint:  

7

min

max 
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  for     i = 1, 2,…, N J                                                               … (2.9) 

where: k = 4 for clamped-clamped members, and k = 3 for clamped-hinged members. 

 (viii) Structural member dimensions constraint: for beams and columns it is often required 

that the following key design constraints are satisfied: 

b
lower

 ≤ b ≤ b
upper                                                                                                                                                         

… (2.10-1)
 

h
lower

 ≤ h ≤ h
upper                                                                                                                                                         

… (2.10-2) 

5.30.1 
b

hi

                 for     i = 1, 2,…, N DV,                                                 …(2.10-3) 

30
i

oi

h

l

                           for     i = 1, 2,…, N C                                                    … (2.10-4) 

where  

NE = number of independent element 

NJ = number of joints 

NDV= number of dimensional design variables 
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  The solution of the optimization problem, formulated as shown above, requires that 

design variables vector s, is decomposed into two vector parts: cross-sectional dimensions 

sub-vector, s1 = [bi, hi]; and reinforcement sub-vector, s2 = [(As1)i, (As2)i].  

   Step (a): For fixed cross section dimensions of b, h, and for fixed values of M, N, and the 

minimal reinforcement can be computed. Step (b):  At each iteration step, the sub-vector s1 

is found by using the feasible direction method of nonlinear programming coupled with the 

Finite Element Method (FEM), whereas the sub-vector s2 is computed by using the 

procedure for minimization of (As1)i + (As2)i  separately for each cross-section [18].  

   The above problem is a continuum-type optimization, where the optimal design is found 

by using nonlinear programming. In engineering practice, however, discrete sets of 

reinforcements and dimensions b, h are invariably used, and the discrete solution can be 

approximated by the following two-step optimization: determination of continuum-type 

solution (h, As1, As2)i for a cross-section fixed width b; and use of  hi as next elements in a 

discrete set and find the optimal reinforcement. 

   The solution obtained will satisfy all constraints, but it is only "near to optimal". 

Therefore, for practical design situations, the cross-sectional dimensions of beams and 

columns are unified within only few manageable groups. For this purpose, it is usually not 

difficult to improve step (b) given above by a systematic search of the discrete values of hi 

in the vicinity of the continuum-type solution provided by step (a) as given above.    
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2.2.2  Optimal Design of RC Beams and Columns 

    In a traditional design methodology, a solution is proposed, utilized and verified by a 

mathematical analysis in order to verify that the problem requirements are satisfied. If they 

are not satisfied, a new solution is proposed. This trial-and-error process as shown in 

Figure 2.2a enables engineers to gain design experience, but this is usually achieved at a 

very high cost in terms of time and efforts. Alternatively, the optimal design process, as 

shown in Figure 2.2b, consists of changing the design according to a certain optimality 

condition [19] to ensure a unified multi-criterion optimal structural design. This design 

approach would integrate all required tools of mechanics, analysis, and design within a 

selected automated research tool for  design optimization process based on experimentally 

determined phenomenological models of the strength and workability of the constituent 

materials [20]. 
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Figure 2.2a: Traditional methodology of  a structural design [19]. 
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2.2.3  Approaches Adopted for Optimal Design of RC Members 

   Several approaches were previously adopted for the optimal design of RC members. 

Coello et al. [19] have presented a method, based upon a search technique using Genetic 

Algorithms. The suggested an optimal design model subject to various constraints 

pertaining to equilibrium, bending moment compatibility, width-height ratio, acting 

moment, minimum width, and non-negativity. To solve the optimization problem, they 

used the Simple Genetic Algorithm (SGA), and they experimented with several 

representations. Several applications show how their system provides more realistic 

designs than other methods based on mathematical programming techniques.   

   Dole et al. [22] applied the polynomial optimization technique for optimum design of RC 

beams. They used this technique to determine the minimum cost of RC members by 
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 Figure 2.2b: Automated methodology for an optimal [19] . 
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considering several design variables including member breadth, depth, and area of 

reinforcing steel. Three cases of optimum design of RC beams subjected to pure bending 

were considered: (i) singly reinforced rectangular beam; (ii) doubly reinforced rectangular 

beam; and (iii) flanged beam (T-section). To simplify the work in the design office, where 

it is difficult for the designer to become familiar with the mathematical computation 

required, they represented the resulting optimum design expressions in the form of 

"nomograms". 

   Reddy et al. [31] proposed a formal method for the cost optimization of RC structures. A 

cost function was derived to estimate the optimum size of members at the conceptual 

design stage. An expert system, called EXFORM, was developed for the cost-optimum 

design of RC members. EXFORM made use of cost function along with heuristic 

knowledge of the designer. The scope of the work was extended to the design of columns, 

beams and slabs.  

   Azmy and Eid [21] presented an optimization procedural method for the design of 

rectangular beams. The optimization procedure was formulated as finding the minimum 

cost of design with constraints imposed based on ACI code provisions. The cost of 

concrete, flexural reinforcement and formwork was included in the formulation of the 

objective function. The behavioral constraints, that is ACI requirements for flexure 

strength, serviceability requirements, (such as, deflection, and practical constraints on 

cross-section dimensions of beams) were included in the formulation.  

    A closed-form solution of the optimization problem expressed the optimal values of the 

flexure reinforcement and section dimensions in terms of material costs, strength and 
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ductility parameters. A complete flow-charts and computer programs of the algorithm were 

presented, and several numerical examples were given to show the validity of the proposed 

optimization method. In another paper, Azmy and Eid [32] also presented an optimization 

procedural method for the shear design of rectangular beam. 

   Balaguru [33] presented an algorithm for the cost-optimum design of singly reinforced 

rectangular beams. Four different types of problems with specified restrictions on 

dimensions of the beam and the amount of reinforcement were considered. The solution 

satisfies the structural bending equations as applied to the ultimate load design. The cost of 

concrete, steel and formwork were considered in arriving at the total cost. Based on the 

numerical results obtained, it was recommended that a near-optimum solution can be 

obtained by using the maximum amount of steel allowed in the code of practice followed 

for the design and the minimum practicable breadth-by-depth ratio. Using this 

recommendation, the optimum dimensions of the beam and the amount of reinforcement 

can be obtained by solving a third-order polynomial equation.  

   Balaguru [34] presented an algorithm to calculate the optimum dimensions and the 

amount of reinforcements for a doubly reinforced rectangular beam. The method was based 

on ultimate strength design by using rectangular stress block for concrete. Dead weight of 

the beam was incorporated as a variable. A simple equation to determine whether a doubly 

RC beam was more economical than the singly reinforced cross section was presented with 

a flow chart represents the sequence of operations. A numerical example was worked out 

to clarify the design steps involved. 
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   A model for the optimal design of rectangular RC sections was presented by Barros et al. 

[35] considering the stress-strain diagrams described in EC2-2001 and MC90. Expressions 

were developed for economic bending moment, optimal area of steel, and for optimal steel 

ratio between upper and lower steel. All the expressions was in non-dimensional form. The 

presented model was applied to four different classes of concrete described in MC90. It 

was concluded that in non-dimensional form the equations are nearly coincident for both 

singly and doubly reinforced section. It was also concluded that the ultimate strain for 

concrete in the compression zone, εcm, lies between the strain for peak stress εc1 and the 

ultimate strain εcu. This result was relevant once the maximum moment was obtained for 

this value, and not the value εcu, as defined in EC2-2001. Cost optimization was 

implemented in the code and compared with other optimum models based on the ultimate 

design of ACI.  

   Min and Kikuchi [36] adopted the homogenization design method for optimal 

reinforcement design of structures under the buckling load. Their buckling analysis was 

restricted to the linear buckling behavior of a structure. The global stability requirement 

was defined as a stiffness constraint, and determined by solving the Eigen-value problem. 

The optimality conditions to update the design variables, based on the sequential convex 

approximation method and the dual method, were illustrated with examples to validate the 

feasibility of this method in the design of structures. 

   Zielinsky et al. [23] presented a procedure for optimal design of RC short-tied columns. 

The proposed procedure includes two sets of iterations. The first set of iterations found the 

resistance capacity of a column of given dimensions, and the second set of iterations 
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performed the optimization process. The optimization process was formulated as finding 

the minimum cost design with the constraints imposed by the Canadian Specifications 

CSA CAN3-A23.3-M84 [23]. The internal penalty function algorithm for nonlinear 

programming was used in the optimization procedure.  

 

2.3  CHLORIDE-INDUCED REINFORCEMENT CORROSION 

   Chloride contamination of concrete is a frequent cause of corrosion of reinforcing steel 

[37]. Modern design codes of reinforced and prestressed concrete structures restrict the 

amount of chloride that may be introduced from raw materials containing significant 

amount of chlorides. According to the European Standard EN 206, the maximum allowed 

chloride contents are 0.2-0.4% chloride ions by mass of binder for reinforced and 0.1-0.2% 

for prestressed concrete. These restrictions are thought to eliminate corrosion due to 

chloride in the fresh mix. In some structures built in the past, chlorides were added into the 

concrete mix, unknowingly or deliberately, through contaminated mixing water, aggregates 

or admixtures. The other main source of chloride is the penetration from the environment 

[38,39]. Chloride contents from accelerating admixtures, in amounts ranging from 0.5% to 

well over 2% by mass of cement caused extensive corrosion-induced damage after 

carbonation and even in alkaline conditions [40,41]. 

 

2.3.1  Corrosion Initiation 

   Corrosion begins when the chloride content at the surface of the reinforcement reaches a 

threshold value (or critical chloride content). A certain time is required from the 

breakdown of the passive film and the formation of the first pit. From practical point of 
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view, the initiation time can be considered as the time when the reinforcement, in concrete 

that contains substantial moisture and oxygen, is characterized by an average sustained 

corrosion rate higher than 2 mA/m
2
 (0.2 μA/cm

2
) [42].   

 The chloride threshold for the initiation of pitting corrosion for a given structure depends 

on numerous factors. These include the concrete pH (the concentration of hydroxyl ion in 

the pore solution), the potential of the steel, and the presence of voids at the steel/concrete 

interface. The pH depends on the type of cement and admixtures. The electrochemical 

potential of steel is the second factor that affects the threshold value. In fact, as the 

potential of steel decreases, the chloride threshold may increase by more than one order of 

magnitude. The chloride threshold has been found to depend on the presence of 

macroscopic voids in the concrete near the concrete-rebar interface [43].  

     Voids that can be found normally in real structures due to incomplete compaction may 

weaken the layer of cement hydration products deposited at the steel/concrete interface, 

and thus may favour a local acidification that is required for sustained propagation of pits. 

For instance, it was shown that, by decreasing the volume of entrapped air in the steel-

concrete interfacial zone from 1.5% to 0.2% (by volume), the chloride threshold increased 

from 0.2% to 2% by mass of cement [44]. 

    The presence of voids or microcracks can also explain the lower values of chloride 

thresholds that are normally found in real structures compared with those found in (usually 

well compacted) laboratory specimens with similar materials [45]. Several other factors, 

such as temperature, the composition of cement or surface roughness of the steel 

reinforcement, or polarization with anodic or cathodic current, may affect the chloride 

threshold.  It is suggested that pitting may take place above a critical ratio of chloride and 
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hydroxyl ion [46]. Chloride penetration from the environment produces a profile in the 

concrete characterized by high chloride content near the external surface and by decreasing 

content at greater depths. 

    The chloride content in the concrete, and thus the chloride threshold, can be expressed in 

several ways referring either to chloride concentration in the pore solution (i.e., free 

chloride) or to the total chloride contents in the concrete, i.e. including the chloride bound 

to the constituent of the cement paste. It is generally believed that only the chloride ions 

that dissolve in pore solution can promote pitting corrosion while the bound chlorides do 

not. However, Glass and Buenfield [43] stated that large parts of bound chloride are 

released as soon as the pH drops to values below 12, which may happen locally in voids at 

the steel/concrete interface. The bound chloride dissolves and may subsequently be 

involved in the initiation of corrosion. 

     Equilibrium conditions tend to establish between the free chloride ions and bound 

chlorides, depending on the composition of cement and its binding capacity. Therefore, it 

is possible that the concentration of free chloride ions in the pore solution of different 

concrete varies, even if the total chloride content is the same. Binding in ordinary Portland 

cement concrete depends on the content of tricalcium aluminate (C3A) phase. For example, 

the risk of corrosion in sulfate resistant cement is higher than in normal Portland cement, 

which is characterized by a low content of the tricalcium aluminate in relation to an equal 

content of total chloride [47].  

    Similarly, slag and fly-ash blended cement have lower free-chloride concentrations than 

the original Portland cement, although their pH is lower [47]. Adsorption of chloride ions 

in the calcium silicate hydrate (C-S-H) may be even more important than chemical 
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binding, and this could explain the higher binding capacity which tends to form a finer 

microstructure of the hydration products in blended cements [48]. 

    In practice, since the total chloride content can be measured more easily than the free 

chloride concentration, the chloride threshold is expressed as critical total chloride content. 

The critical value is usually given as a percentage of chlorides with respect to the mass of 

cement, since the amount of chlorides that can be tolerated increases as the cementitious 

material content in the concrete increases. 

 

2.3.2 Propagation of Corrosion 

 

    Chlorides lead to a local breakdown of a protective oxide layer on the reinforcement in 

alkaline concrete, so that a subsequent localized corrosion attack takes place. The areas that 

are no longer protected by the passive film act as anode (active zones) with respect to the 

surrounding still passive areas where the cathodic reaction of oxygen reduction takes place. 

If very high levels of chlorides reach the surface of the reinforcement, the attack may 

involve larger areas, so that the morphology of pitting will be less evident [13].  

    Once the corrosion has initiated, a very aggressive environment will be produced inside 

the pits. In fact, current flowing from anodic areas to surrounding cathodic areas both 

increases the chloride content (chlorides, being negatively charged ions, migrate to the 

anodic region) and lowers the alkalinity (increased acidity is produced by hydrolysis of 

corrosion products inside the pits). On the other hand, the current strengthens the protective 

film on the passive surface since it tends to eliminate the chloride, while the cathodic 

reaction produces alkalinity.  
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    Much higher level of chloride are required to initiate corrosion in structures immersed in 

seawater or in zones where the concrete is water-saturated, so that the oxygen supply is 

hindered  and thus,  the potential of the reinforcement  is rather low [38]. Consequently, 

both the anodic behavior of active zones and the cathodic behavior of passive zones are 

stabilized. Corrosion is then accelerated (autocatalytic mechanism of pitting) and it can 

reach a very high rate of penetration (as high as 1 mm/year) that can quickly lead to a 

remarkable reduction in the cross-section of the rebars [39].  

   The chloride ingress model used in the present study is based on Fick’s second law of 

diffusion, and the quality of concrete is quantified in terms of three factors (namely: 

apparent diffusion coefficient at one year, Dapp; surface chloride concentration, Cs; and 

critical chloride level, Cth. The service-life was estimated from the standard deviations of 

the basic factors: the cover depth, Dapp, Cs, and Cth.  Khatri and Sirivivantnanon [49] 

presented the results of a study on characteristic service-life for concrete exposed to marine 

environments. They noted that the service-life is more sensitive to the cover depth, cv than 

to the diffusion coefficient, Dapp, and that it is also more sensitive to the surface chloride 

concentration, Cs than to the critical chloride level, Cth. 

2.4  CORROSION DETECTION METHODS 

   Since chlorides are known to be at the crux of reinforcing steel corrosion in concrete, 

several invasive and non-destructive methods have been developed to assess the level of 

corrosion taking place or the potential for corrosion. Because corrosion is an 

electrochemical process, some of the most commonly used non-destructive field methods 

for measuring corrosion activity are: resistivity of concrete, corrosion potentials, and linear 
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polarization of the steel reinforcement [50]. The invasive (destructive) corrosion 

assessment methods include: chloride content analysis from powdered samples, chloride 

permeability tests, and gravimetric loss of steel specimens. 

 2.4.1  Concrete Resistivity 

   A non-destructive testing procedure that is becoming increasingly popular, due to its low 

cost and ease of implementation, is measuring the concrete resistivity by the Wenner-four 

probe method, as shown in Figure 2.3. 

 

Figure 2.3: Four-probe Wenner Resistivity Set-up [51]. 

 

   Originally developed by Wenner in 1916 to measure the resistivity of soils, this method 

uses four equally spaced probes. Although resistivity cannot be used to determine the rate 

of corrosion, it can be used to assess other concrete properties, such as permeability to 

chlorides and the ability to sustain corrosion. To minimize the polarization effects on the 

reinforcing steel, “a small alternating current is applied between the outer electrodes while 

the potential is measured between the inner electrodes” [52]. Thus, electrical resistance of 
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concrete is measured, which affects the ionic current flow from the cathode to the anode, 

and the rate at which corrosion can occur [53]. Resistivity (ρ) is then calculated as follows: 

                                    ρ = 2πaR                                                                                  …(2.11) 

where: ρ = Resistivity in units of ohm-cm or ohm-in 

a = spacing between the four probes in cm or in 

R = actual measured resistance in ohms 

  High concrete resistivity decreases the current flow, and it impedes the corrosion process. 

Since concrete resistivity is affected by chlorides (mostly from deicing salts) and other 

ions, concrete resistivity by Wenner’s method has been used to assess other concrete 

properties, such as permeability [54]. 

 

2.4.2  Corrosion Potential 

 

    Corrosion potential is different from resistivity in that it indicates the potential of 

corrosion taking place on the reinforcing steel embedded in concrete. The basic process for 

the corrosion of steel in concrete is the development of micro and macro cells. That means 

the coexistence of passive (non-corroding) and active (corroding) areas on the same bar or 

separate bars. A short-circuited galvanic element, with the corroding area as anode and the 

passive area as cathode, is formed. The direct measurement is the potential difference 

created between the metal in the corrosion and the steel in concrete [55]. Therefore, places 

on the reinforced structure with higher concentrations of iron in solution – in this case the 

concrete pore solution – will exhibit higher (more negative) potential differences. The 
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measurements are obtained by using a high-impedance voltmeter. A typical measurement 

set-up (described in ASTM C 876) is shown in Figure 2.4 [56].  

 

                    Figure 2.4: Corrosion potential measurement set-up [56]. 

 

     Several types of corrosions reference electrodes are commercially available: 

copper/copper sulphate (CSE), silver/silver chloride (Ag/AgCl), mercury/mercury oxide 

(Hg/HgO) and saturated calomel electrode (SCE) [55]. It is important to note what type of 

half-cell is used to perform the test, since the interpretation of results from half-cells other 

than CSE will have to be offset according to their respective chemical composition. The 

ASTM C 876 interpretation criteria for tests performed using a CSE reference electrodes 

on structures reinforced with bare steel is presented in the Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1: Potential interpretation guidelines (ASTM C 876) [55]. 

 

Potential level, mV CSE Interpretation 

 

Greater (more positive) than -200 90% probability of no active corrosion 

 

Between -200 and -350 Uncertain 

 

Less than -350 90% probability of active corrosion 

 

 

 2.4.3  Linear Polarization Resistance Method 

    A more sophisticated inspection method is the three-electrode linear polarization 

resistance method (LPRM). This is a convenient method for measuring corrosion current 

density.  It yields reinforcing steel corrosion current densities that correlate reasonably well 

with the gravimetric metal loss. The technique is based upon the fact that a DC current 

applied to alter the natural electrical half-cell potential of the steel by a few millivolts (± 20 

mV) is proportional to the natural corrosion of the steel. If a high current is required, the 

corrosion [current density] is high; and vice versa. The development of this technique was 

based on the Stern-Geary equation [57]. 

   Table 2.2  was presented by McDonald et al. [58] to show the typical range  values of  

current corrosion density, Icorr (measured in unit of μA/cm
2
) and its equivalent corrosion 

penetration rate (µm/yr) which is the rate of metal loss per unit time (usually in year) while 

Clear [59] presented the likely time of severity of damage against the values of Icorr in 

Table 2.3. The experience on real structures [60] has confirmed the ranges of values 

previously recorded in laboratory experiments [61] as shown in Table 2.4. 
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Table 2.2: Corrosion rates of steel in concrete [58]. 

Rate of Corrosion Corrosion Current Density 

(Icorr) µA/cm
2
 

Corrosion penetration rate  (µm/yr) 

High 10-100 100-1000 

Medium 1-10 10-100 

Low 0.1-1 1-10 

Passive < 0.1 < 1 

 

Table 2.3: Corrosion rate and remaining service-life prediction [59]. 

Icorr (µA/cm
2
) Severity of Damage 

< 0.5 No corrosion damage expected 

0.5-2.7 Corrosion damage possible in 10 to 15 years 

2.7-27 Corrosion damage expected in 2 to 10 years 

         > 27 Corrosion damage expected in 2 years or less 

 

Table 2.4: Ranges of corrosion rate and risk levels [60]. 

 

Icorr,  μA/cm
2
 Pr, μm/yr Interpretations 

≤ 0.2 < 2 Negligible 

0.2  < Icorr < 0.5 

 

2 < Pr < 5 

 
Low 

0.5 < Icorr < 1 5 < Pr < 10 
Moderate 

 

> 1 > 10 High 

 

    In general, values of corrosion rates higher than 1 μA/cm
2
 are seldom measured, while 

values between 0.1-1 μA/cm
2
 are the most frequent. When the steel is passive, very low 

values (less than 0.05-0.1 μA/cm
2
) are recorded. 
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2.5  FACTORS AFFECTING SERVICE-LIFE OF RC MEMBERS 

    The useful service-life of RC structures in the aggressive environments of coastal 

regions (such as the Arabian Gulf region) is considerably reduced due to the severe 

climatic and geomorphic conditions that cause noticeable accelerated structural 

deterioration, the degree of which is often extensive and irreparable [62]. 

  In a new structure with good-quality concrete, the concrete can protect the steel 

reinforcing bars from corrosion for the service-life of the structure. For steel embedded in 

uncarbonated concrete or in sound un-cracked with little or no chloride, the steel is 

passivated, and no or low corrosion can be expected. Any corrosion-induced concrete 

deterioration is not likely to reach a point where repair or rehabilitation will be required 

during the expected service-life of the structure.             

    However, the concrete quality can be compromised by either chemical or mechanical 

means. Chemical means are chloride diffusion and carbonation, and the primary 

mechanical means is cracking. Cracks in concrete allow water, oxygen and chlorides to 

enter the concrete at a faster rate, and to reach the reinforcing steel sooner than by the 

diffusion process alone [63,64]. 

   The deterioration of RC structures in aggressive corrosive regions is predominately 

exhibited in the form of reinforcement corrosion accompanied by severe spalling of cover 

concrete. Therefore, concrete structures should be designed with design requirements for 

structural durability specified as a priority to ensure an acceptable useful service-life of a 

RC structure in view of the factors affecting service-life [65]. 
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  Further, the material variables to be considered should include: cement type, mineral 

admixture, fine aggregate, coarse aggregate, and water-to-cementitious materials ratio, 

while the measured variables include: rapid chloride permeability, compressive strength, 

electrical resistivity, corrosion rate, and finally the chloride concentration at the reinforcing 

steel surface resulting from diffusion through the concrete. The major factors affecting the 

service-life of RC members are briefly outlined in the following sections.  

2.5.1  Water-to -Cementitious Material Ratio (w/cm) 

     The depth of chloride penetration increases with an increase in the w/cm [66], while 

carbonation depth and oxygen diffusion into the concrete was also found to be increasing 

with it [67]. Permeability of concrete, which is mainly affected by the w/cm, is considered 

to be the pre-eminent criterion governing its durability [68]. Concrete permeability plays 

an important role in the deterioration of concrete when it is exposed to aggressive agents.  

Changes in the w/cm do not significantly influence resistivity at an earlier stage. The 

electrical resistance of concrete at 28 days with w/cm varying from 0.30 to 0.50 has been 

shown in tests to be similar, but significantly altered at 90 days [69]. The resistivity of 

concrete with a w/cm value of 0.3 is much higher than the resistivity of concretes with 

values of 0.4 or 0.5 at 90 days [69]. 

   The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) [69] report on “Material and Method for 

Corrosion Control of Reinforced and Prestressed Concrete Structures in New 

Construction” states that a w/cm generally makes concrete less permeable. In addition, a 

reduced w/cm only is not enough to produce concrete with low permeability, the proper 

gradation and type of fine and coarse aggregates and mineral admixtures that have a higher 
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resistance to chloride penetration are equally indispensable in ensuring that concrete is less 

permeable. A reduction in w/cm and the use of latex polymer modifiers or mineral 

admixtures, especially silica fume, are very effective strategies for reducing the 

permeability of the hardened concrete. With adequate cover, concrete with lower value of 

w/cm perform better than those with a higher value. 

   Clear [70] reported the adverse effect of increasing w/cm on the chloride penetration 

deeper within the concrete matrix as indicated in Figure 2.5.  It was observed that a low 

w/cm is not, however, sufficient to ensure low permeability. The concrete should be 

equally well cured and consolidated. Figure 2.6 shows the importance of proper 

consolidation at different w/cm on the concrete permeability. 

 

   Figure 2.5: Effect of water-cementitious material ratio (w/cm) on salt penetration [70]. 

 

 

    For instance, concrete with a w/cm ratio of 0.32 but with poor consolidation is less 

resistant to chloride-ion penetration compared to good consolidated concrete with a value 
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of 0.60. Goto and Roy [71] have found a 100-fold increase in the permeability of hardened 

cement paste when the w/cm was increased from 0.35 to 0.45.  Al-Saadoun et al. [72] have 

observed that the time to initiation of reinforcement corrosion in concrete with a w/cm 

ratio of 0.4 was 2.15 to 1.77 times that noted in concrete with a value of 0.55, under the 

same accelerated corrosion environment.  

 

Figure 2.6:  Effect of inadequate consolidation on salt penetration [70]. 

 

         Al-Amoudi [73] also reported that the permeability is significantly reduced for a 

w/cm below 0.45.  It is particularly noted that the w/cm should be less than 0.45 and 

preferably around 0.40 to obtain a durable concrete and a suitable percentage of admixtures 

may be added to obtain the desired workability. The relatively low w/cm improves the 

concrete impermeability, which in turn reduces the chloride penetration, carbonation 

penetration, and oxygen diffusion in concrete.  
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   ACI 222 [8] pointed out that the porosity and the rate of penetration of deleterious 

species are directly related to the w/cm, and for high performance concrete, the ratio is 

generally less than 0.40 and can be as low as 0.3 with the use of suitable water-reducing 

admixtures.  ACI 201.1 [74] and ACI 211.1 [75] contain recommended values for water-

cementitious material ratio. The two documents recommended that w/cm ratio should not 

exceed 0.40 for concrete exposed to chlorides from seawater, deicing salts, and other 

sources. 

 

   2.5.2  Cementitious Material Content 

 

   The cementitious content in concrete has a significant effect on its durability. Inadequate 

amounts of cement may result in loss of strength, and the development of honeycombs 

within the concrete microstructure as a result of improper bonding of the concrete 

constituents. The honeycombs worsen the penetration and diffusion of corrosion-causing 

agents (i.e. Cl
-
, H2O, O2, CO2, etc.) in concrete [76].  This initiates the reinforcement 

corrosion due to the formation of differential cells.  Further, the concrete with low cement 

content has a lack of plastic consistency and alkalinity. The formation of a stable passive 

layer against corrosion on the surface of the reinforcing bars is retarded [77]. 

   Moreover, the cement paste formed by the hydration reactions contains pores of different 

sizes. These include the gel and capillary pores. The interlayer spacing within the calcium 

silicate hydrate (C-S-H) (gel pores) have a volume equal to about 28% of the gel and 

dimensions ranging from a few fractions of a nanometer (nm) to several millimeters (mm). 

These effects do not affect the durability of concrete and its protection of the 

reinforcement, because they are too small to allow the significant transport of aggressive 
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species. The capillary pores are voids not filled by the solid products of hydration of 

hardened cement paste. They have dimensions of 10-50 nm if the cement paste is well 

hydrated and produced with low water-cementitious material ratios but they can reach 3-5 

μm if the concrete is made with high water-cementitious material ratios or is not well 

hydrated. Capillarity is relevant to the durability of the concrete and its protection of the 

rebars [13]. 

       There is increasing evidence to show that the reaction of C3A with chloride is only one 

of the several mechanisms for effective removing chloride ions from solution. This 

reaction removes chlorides from the porewater, and it reduces the amount of free chlorides 

available to participate in the depassivation and corrosion processes. The amount of free 

chloride ions in the porewater is more important than the amount of total chloride ions 

[69]. In ordinary Portland cements (OPC), there is no direct relationship between the 

concentration of chloride ions and C3A content. There is, however, a qualitative 

relationship with the combination of both tricalcium aluminate (C3A) and tetracalcium 

aluminoferrite content (C4AF) and pH of the pore solution [78].  

     Mehta [79] has cited several examples of concrete sea structures built with high C3A 

cements that showed excellent durability performance because they were prepared with 

rich mixes in conjunction with attendant low w/cm. On the other hand, structures prepared 

with lean mixes deteriorated prematurely. Therefore, due to the beneficial role of C3A in 

binding chlorides and reducing the chloride ion diffusivity, as stated above, the cement 

with high C3A content is preferred from the durability point of view. The beneficial effect 
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of C3A content of cement on the chloride binding was also reported by Maslehuddin [80] 

and Hussain [81]. 

     Page et al. [82,83] reported 2.5 times higher diffusivity of chloride ions in hardened 

cement paste prepared with Type V cement compared to that prepared with Type I cement. 

Thus, the conjoint effect of higher chloride complexing ability and of the reduced chloride 

ion diffusivity of high C3A cements enables them to perform better than low C3A cements 

in terms of corrosion protection.  

   While high C3A cements are preferred from the reinforcement corrosion point of view, 

such cements are susceptible to sulfate damage when exposed to soil and ground water 

contaminated with chloride/sulfate soils [84,72]. In such situations, the use of Type V 

cement does usually provide adequate protection against sulfate attack, but it would fail to 

remove free chlorides to any extent, for the simple reason that up to 8% C3A in the cement 

is preferentially consumed by the 4 to 5% gypsum typically added to all Portland cements 

to regulate the setting time. In such situations, a useful approach would be to generally 

specify, for both substructures and superstructures, a moderate C3A (8 to 9%) cement 

modified with suitable supplementary cementing materials. Such cement would be 

simultaneously resistant to sulfate attack and chloride-induced reinforcement corrosion. 

    Rasheeduzaffar et al. [85] evaluated the effect of cement content on concrete durability 

and they recommended the minimum cement contents for foundation structures and 

superstructures (not exposed to direct sulphate/chloride attack) and for superstructure 

(exposed to direct marine influence) to be 325-350 kg/m
3
 and 350-375 kg/m

3
 respectively. 

The importance of minimum cement content for the production of durable concrete is now 
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recognized by the international codes of practices, and limits on these values based on the 

service environment are recommended [65]. 

 

2.5.3  Supplementary Cementing Materials 

   ACI 116 [86] defines the term admixture as “a material other than water, aggregate and 

hydraulic cement and fiber reinforcement, used as an ingredient of a cementitious mixture 

to modify its freshly mixed, setting, or hardened properties, and that is added to the batch 

before or during its mixing”. In ACI 212.3R [87], it is stated: “chemical admixtures are 

used to enhance the properties of concrete and mortar in the plastic or hardened state. 

These properties may be modified to increase the compressive and flexural strength at all 

stages, decreasing permeability and improve durability, inhibit corrosion, reduce shrinkage, 

accelerate or retard initial set, increase slump and workability, increase finishability and 

pumpability [88]. 

   The pozzolanic materials (mineral admixtures), when added to concrete, improve the 

workability by reducing segregation and bleeding, and they reduce the heat of hydration as 

well as the damaging expansion resulting from sulfate attack and cement-aggregate 

reactivity. The effect of fly-ash addition on the corrosion-resisting characteristics of 

concrete was evaluated by Maslehuddin et al. [89]. They indicated that 20% cement-

replaced fly-ash concrete performed better in resisting reinforcement corrosion compared 

to plain cement concrete. Moreover, chloride binding is enhanced by the presence of fly-

ash even if the fly-ash does not contain C3A. Mineral admixtures can be used to enhance 

the corrosion-control potential of the concrete by reducing permeability. Some commonly 
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used admixtures include fly-ash, blast furnace slag, and silica fume. The additional calcium 

silicate hydrate (C-S-H) that the mineral admixtures contribute leads to a reduction in the 

permeability and in the chloride diffusion rate. The availability of hydroxyl ions (OH
-
) is 

typically expected to decrease [69].  

   The FHWA in America defined silica fume as a by-product of silicon metal and 

ferrosilicon alloy production. Silica fume consists of fine glassy spheres with a specific 

surface area of 20,025 m
2
/kg. The specific surface area of Portland cement is 300 to 400 

m
2
/kg. The particle size of silica fume allows it to fit into the small spaces usually occupied 

by water, which results in a denser matrix [69]. The literature reports contradictory results 

on the effect of silica fume on chloride binding [90], but there is a general consensus that 

limited amounts of silica fume are beneficial in providing resistance to chloride-induced 

corrosion, primarily by reducing the permeability of concrete [8]. 

   Gjrov [14] reported that silica fume additions consistently and significantly reduce the 

concrete permeability, and the most significant improvement was observed in low cement 

content concrete. Hussain [81] showed that the average pore radius is reduced from 285 Å to 

181 Å with 10% silica fume blending.  Similar results were obtained by Kumar et al. [91] 

for a paste prepared with 0.4 water-to-solid ratio. The median pore size was reduced from 15 

nm to 7.5 nm and the coefficient of chloride diffusion was reduced from 227 x 10
-13

 m
2
/s to 

22 x 10
-9

 m
2
/s for 10% silica-fume blended cement paste. 
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2.5.4  Aggregate Quality, Size and Grading 

   According to ACI Education Bulletin E1-99 [92] aggregate may be broadly classified as 

natural and artificial or synthetic, with respect to both source and method of preparation. 

Natural sand and gravel are the products of weathering, and the action of wind or water, 

while stone sand and crushed stones are produced by crushing natural stone. Screening and 

washing may be used to produce aggregates from either of these categories. Aggregate 

may be produced from igneous rock, sedimentary or metamorphic rocks, but the presence 

or absence of any geological type does not, by itself, make an aggregate suitable or 

unsuitable for use in concrete. The acceptance of aggregate for use in concrete on a 

particular job should be based upon specific information obtained from tests used to 

measure the aggregate quality, or upon its service record or both.  

    A typical consensus specification for concrete aggregates, both fine and coarse is ASTM 

C33 [93].    Synthetic aggregates may be either by-products of an industrial process such as 

blast furnace slag (BFS)  or products of processes developed to manufacture aggregate 

with special properties, such as expanded clay, shale or slate that are used for lightweight  

aggregates. Some lightweight aggregates, such as pumice or scoria, also occur naturally. 

   Aggregates composed mainly of coarse-grained silicate minerals, such as quartz and 

feldspar, are known to produce weaker bonds with cement paste than calcareous rocks, 

such as limestone and dolomite. Differential thermal expansion and stiffness characteristics 

between the cement paste and aggregate contribute to the development of micro-cracking 

at the interface, leading to more permeability of concrete.  This mainly results from the 

thermal incompatibility of the concrete constituents when there are large fluctuations in the 
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daily temperature and humidity.  Such conditions typically prevail in the Arabian Gulf 

regions. 

   The aggregate shape also influences the concrete permeability.  The use of elongated and 

flaky aggregates significantly increases the permeability by trapping sizeable mobile bleed 

water and air bubbles under their flat surfaces, thereby producing very porous under-

aggregate fissures and zones. This results in a weak transition zone, in which micro-cracks 

can easily form. These micro-cracks are influential contributing factors that unfavorably 

increase the permeability of concrete [94].  

   Both the aggregate size and grading affect concrete durability. The maximum size of the 

aggregate is of considerable significance, as the mix water decreases with its increase due 

to a reduction in the surface area. Keeping this in view, Cordon and Gillespie [95] have 

recommended the following maximum size of aggregates:( i) 37.5 mm (1½ inch) for 35 

MPa (5000 psi) concrete; (ii) 19 mm (¾ inch) for 42 MPa (6000 psi) concrete, and (iii) 10 

mm to 12 mm (⅜ to ½ inch) for concrete of strength above 42 MPa (6000 psi).      

   Aggregates of different sizes may give different concrete strengths for the same w/cm 

ratios. Concrete with smaller maximum size aggregate has higher compressive strength. If 

compressive strength in excess of 35 MPa is required, an aggregate having a maximum 

size of 19 mm or smaller may be the most efficient in that its use will require the least 

amount of cement to produce the required strength [87]. For a given w/cm, coefficient of 

permeability of concrete increases considerably with the increasing size of aggregates, due 

to the increase in the transition zone [96]. 
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   The proportioning of coarse and fine aggregates is also important for the production of a 

workable and durable concrete. The aggregate proportioning for this purpose consists of 

fixing the optimum volume fraction of sand in the total aggregate content. Maslehuddin 

[97] revealed that both "too high" and "too low" sand reduces the workability of concrete. 

The optimum proportioning for a maximum workability was reported to  correspond to a 

specific surface area of the combined aggregates in the range of 70 to 75 cm
2
/cm

3
 for 

concrete with a cement content in the range of 300 to 390 kg/m
3
 [97]. This enhanced 

workability, on account of an optimum aggregate grading, allows a reduction in the water-

cementitious material ratio, resulting in increased strength and durability of the concrete. 

2.5.5  Concrete Cover over Reinforcing Bars 

   Cover thickness is an important major factor to reduce or delay the initiation and 

corrosion time in RC in an aggressive environment, provided the concrete is of good 

quality. By implication, it will take a longer time for the aggressive substances, such as 

chloride, moisture or carbondioxide, to migrate to the rebar surface. In RC structural 

members, exposed to chlorides and subjected to intermittent wetting, the degree of 

protection against corrosion is determined primarily by the depth of concrete cover to the 

reinforcing steel and the permeability of concrete [98]. The concrete-cover depth has a 

significant effect on corrosion either due to carbonization or penetration of chlorides or 

[99].  This effect is limited, within the time of casting, to the time at which the rebar is 

depassivated, after which the rebar corrosion is initiated. Once it has started, the rate of 

corrosion is independent of the cover thickness [100]. 
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    The concrete cover significantly influences the time-to-corrosion of the steel reinforcing 

bars, and its quality influences the diffusion rate of chloride ions through the concrete. 

Since this diffusion is non-linear with increasing cover thickness, there is a significant 

increase in the time required for chloride ions to reach the steel reinforcing bars [69]. 

Estimates of the increase in corrosion protection provided by an increase in concrete cover 

have ranged between slightly more than a linear relationship [to as much as the square of 

the cover [101].    

   Corrosion protection by concrete cover is a function of both depth of concrete cover and 

w/cm. McDonald [102] observed that a concrete cover of 25 mm (1 in.) is inadequate in 

severe environments, even with a w/cm as low as 0.30. Adding silica fume, however, made 

the 25 mm (1 in.)  concrete cover more effective for corrosion prevention. The time to 

spalling after the initiation of corrosion is a function of the ratio of concrete cover to bar 

diameter, the reinforcement spacing, and the concrete strength [98].  

   One of the easiest methods of improving corrosion protection of steel reinforcement is to 

increase the amount of concrete cover. The minimum cover for reinforcement in most 

concrete structures not exposed to weather is 19 mm (3/4 in.). As the risk of corrosion 

increases, so does the required concrete cover.  Because development length of reinforcing 

bars is known to be a function of cover [103], larger than minimum concrete cover may be 

desirable, even if there is little risk of corrosion. Where concrete will be exposed to 

external sources of chlorides in service or to other aggressive environments, however, a 

minimum concrete cover of 50 mm (2 in.) for walls and slabs and 64 mm (2-1/2 in.) for 

other members is required by ACI 318 for corrosion protection.  
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    Since 1974, the American Standard Highway Transport Officials (AASHTO) standard 

specifications for Highway Bridges has required a minimum  concrete cover for 

reinforcing steel embedded in concrete  with direct exposure to seawater to be 100 mm (4 

in.), and to be 75 mm (3 in.)  for concrete cast against the earth [104]. The significance of 

concrete cover thickness in concrete durability can be better understood from the Table 2.5 

generated by Bertolini et al. [13]. 

        Table 2.5: Recommended minimum values of concrete cover thickness [13]. 

Exposure condition 

Minimum cover thickness, mm 

Reinforced 

Concrete 

Prestressed 

concrete 

No risk of corrosion or other attacks 10 10 

 

Carbonation-

induced corrosion 

Dry or permanent wet 15 25 

Wet, rarely dry, moderate 

humidity 

25 35 

Cyclic wet and dry 30 40 

Chloride-induced 

corrosion 

 

Exposed to air borne salt but 

not in direct contact with sea 

water, moderate humidity 

 

35 

 

45 

Permanently submerged, wet. 

Rarely dry 

40 50 

Tidal, splash and spray zones, 

cyclic wet and dry 

45 55 
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2.6  REINFORCED CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION PRACTICES 

2.6.1  Mixing and Transporting Concrete 

   Fresh concrete used in structures containing embedded metals at the time of placement 

should be a homogeneous mixture of the concreting materials specified in the mixture 

design. The measuring, mixing, and transporting of the concrete should be in accordance 

with ACI 301 [105] and the procedures outlined in ACI 304R [106]. To ensure the accurate 

measurement of materials, batching equipment should meet the requirements of ASTM C 

94 [107].  

 

2.6.2  Placement of Concrete and Steel 

 

a)  Formwork     

   Concrete formwork should be designed with sufficient strength and rigidity to support 

loadings and lateral pressures caused by the concrete, equipment, and workers. Not only 

should the formwork have the strength to support the concrete during construction and 

maintain its configuration, but it should also have sufficient strength to maintain tolerances 

for the reinforcing steel cover or resist excessive deflections that can cause cracking. For 

example, excessive deflections in slab formwork can create areas of low concrete cover 

that will be more susceptible to cracking above the low-cover reinforcing bars. The cracks 

would be potential entry points for water and chloride-ion that could lead to extensive 

corrosion in a period of few years in a corrosive environment. 
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   The concrete formwork should be mortar-tight to avoid leakage of cement paste during 

consolidation. In regions of congested steel, the spaces between bars should be designed to 

allow the concrete to be placed while reducing the possibility of honeycombing [8]. 

b)   Reinforcing Steel 

    Reinforcing steel bars should be placed to the configuration shown in the design 

drawings. The specified tolerances should be followed, with particular attention paid to 

concrete cover and closely spaced reinforcing. The cover requirements specified in ACI 

318 and ACI 201.2R [74] are the minimum. 

c)  Concrete Placement 

Concrete should be properly placed to protect the steel components from future corrosion. 

Workmanship is important, and a worker’s attention to the concrete placement will have a 

great effect on the quality and performance of the concrete member. The guidelines for 

cold-weather (ACI 306R) or hot-weather protection (ACI 305R) should be considered 

before any concrete is placed. During placement, the concrete should be placed so that 

segregation of aggregate and mortar is minimized. The formation of voids should be 

avoided as they can lead to cracking and loosely placed concrete, resulting in a high 

porosity. Voids can be avoided with advance planning, proper mixture proportioning, and 

proper placement techniques. 

 d)  Influence of Consolidation on Permeability 

   Properly consolidated concrete is better able to resist the penetration of moisture, ions, 

gases, and other deleterious substances than in concrete that has been poorly consolidated. 
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Strength does not contribute to the corrosion-resistant properties of concrete, but a weak 

concrete may fail to sustain loads for which the structure was initially designed, leading to 

cracking, spalling, and disruption of protective cover, thereby exposing embedded metals 

to corrosive agents. A number of studies, for instance Kaplan [108], and Whiting and 

Kuhlman [109] have demonstrated that compressive strength is reduced by 30% for only a 

5% decrease in the degree of consolidation. Bond to reinforcing steel is reduced even more 

dramatically and a loss of approximately 50% in bond strength results from a 5% reduction 

in consolidation. 

   An example of the effect of consolidation on permeability of concrete to chloride ions is 

shown in Figure 2.7. The figure represents three mixtures with cement contents ranging 

from 310 to 360 kg/m
3
 (520 to 610 lb/yd

3
) that were consolidated on a laboratory vibrating 

table. The group labelled “100” was consolidated in accordance with procedures described 

in ASTM C 192 [110]. Those labelled “102” were given an extended period of vibration. 

Those mixtures given less consolidation (96 and 92) showed an increase in coulomb charge 

passed as measured by AASHTO T277 [111].  

   Clear and Hay [112] showed that the performance of mixtures specifically designed to 

have low permeability, such as low slump dense concrete (LSDC), can be compromised if 

full consolidation is not achieved, because much greater amounts of chloride ions would 

penetrate into the concrete, compared with a properly consolidated mixture. 
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Figure 2.7: Effect of degree of consolidation on rapid chloride permeability  of limestone     

concrete mixtures [109]. 

    

    The increase in permeability to chloride ions brought about by poor consolidation would 

make it easier for moisture and oxygen to enter the concrete, thus promoting rapid onset 

and progress of corrosion. In extreme cases, honeycombing that extends to the level of the 

reinforcement, or large voids in the vicinity of the reinforcement, would remove virtually 

all protection offered by the concrete to the steel, and corrosion  would proceed as if the 

steel was not embedded in the concrete at all. 

 

2.6.3  Influence of Curing on the Corrosion of Reinforcing Steel 

   ACI Committee 308 has proposed the following definition: “Curing is the maintaining of 

a satisfactory moisture content and temperature in concrete during its early stages so that 

desired properties may develop” [113]. In normal construction, the desired properties 

usually include strength, elastic modulus, and freezing-and-thawing resistance. Adequate 
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curing brings about improvement of porosity and pore-size distribution. This enhances 

prevention and delay of onset of the corrosion of reinforcing steel. The concrete properties 

that develop as a consequence of curing include high electrical resistivity and 

impermeability to liquid water, water vapour, chloride ions in solution, oxygen, and carbon 

dioxide.  

   With adequate and continued temperature and moisture control, not only does the 

strength of concrete increase but the porosity decreases, the remaining pores become 

increasingly smaller, the electrical resistivity becomes higher, and the permeability to both 

liquids and gases becomes lower. Therefore, through proper curing, the internal resistance 

that concrete provides against corrosion of reinforcing steel is enhanced.    

   Similarly, the corrosion-resisting properties of concrete will not develop to their expected 

values if adequate curing is not provided. Whiting and Kuhlmann [109] demonstrated that 

chloride permeability, as measured by  AASHTO T 277 [111], was strongly influenced by 

the curing duration. Their tests also demonstrated that “measurements of permeability of 

concretes cured under standard laboratory conditions may be optimistic, and the 

permeability of field-cured concrete is significantly greater than that of comparable 

laboratory specimens.”  

Saricimen et al. [114] evaluated the effect of curing on the permeability of plain and 

pozzolanic concrete. They reported that continuous water curing is necessary for reducing 

the permeability of both plain and pozzolanic concretes. The fly-ash concrete exhibited 

lower permeability than the plain concrete after about a week of curing [114]. Powers et al. 

[115] studied the relationship between curing and permeability. In laboratory tests, they 
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evaluated the duration of continuous wet curing required to develop cement pastes to the 

point of being essentially impervious to water under low pressure because the capillary 

system had become discontinuous, as shown in Table 2.6.  

         Table 2.6: Wet-curing duration time to achieve capillary discontinuity [115]. 

W/cm ratio of cement paste 

 

Duration of wet-curing for Type I cement at 23 °C (73 

°F) to achieve capillary discontinuity 

0.40 3 days 

0.45 7 days 

0.50 14 days 

0.60 6 months 

0.70 1 year 

Greater than 0.70 Impossible 

 

2.7 SERVICE-LIFE PREDICTION MODELS 

    During the past decades, many investigations have been conducted to evaluate the 

chloride diffusion parameters in concrete, and some mathematical and empirical models 

have been introduced to estimate the time to corrosion initiation and propagation [116]. 

The first numerical model was developed by Collepardi, who used Fick’s second law of 

diffusion and suggests that the diffusion coefficient (Dapp) is one of the most important 

parameters in the service-life prediction [117]. Tutti’s model was one of the first attempts 

to predict the service-life of RC structures. The main idea of this model, as shown in 

Figure 2.8, is to divide the service-life of the structure into two life spans: the time to 

corrosion initiation (tinit); and the time for corrosion propagation before repair (tprop) [118].  

   In Europe, a highly developed service-life design model, DuraCrete, has been developed 

that uses a probabilistic approach for durability-based design [119]. Condur and Stadium 

are examples of more sophisticated durability models developed in North America [120]. 
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The former considers the coupling effect of heat, moisture, and chloride transfer in 

concrete simultaneously, while the latter is based on the ionic interaction of various 

substances in concrete pore solution and their corresponding effect on chloride penetration 

through concrete [121]. 

        

                     Figure 2.8: Schematic illustration of Tutti’s model [118]. 

 

2.7.1  Chloride-Induced Corrosion Models 

   Browne [122] proposed a basis for design that takes into account chloride diffusion and 

steel corrosion. He cited two critical times, t1 and t2, in the life of a structure, where t1 is the 

time from new concrete to the onset of corrosion, and t2 is the time from corrosion onset to 

the occurrence of damage. In other words, reinforcement corrosion takes place in two main 

stages: initiation stage (tp) and propagation stage (tcorr). The initiation stage of 

reinforcement corrosion is the time period, during which the aggressive species (i.e., 
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carbonation or chloride or both) from the exposure environment penetrate into the concrete 

cover, thus causing destruction of the passivity layer of rebars against corrosion and 

thereby resulting in the initiation of reinforcement corrosion. The propagation stage starts 

after initiation of reinforcement corrosion and counts the time period during which various 

damage consequently takes place. These damages include: cracking; spalling and 

delamination of the concrete cover; collapse due to the combined effect of reduction in 

steel cross-sectional area; and loss in bond between steel and concrete.  A simplified model 

for reinforcement corrosion, comprising initiation and propagation stages is graphically 

shown in Figure 2.9 [123]. 
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Figure 2.9: Simplified corrosion model for steel in concrete [123]. 
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a)  Chloride Penetration Modelling 

   The chloride penetration rate, C(x,t) as a function of depth from the concrete surface and 

time can reasonably be represented by Fick’s second law of diffusion, according to the 

following partial differential equation. [124]: 

2

2

x

C
D

t

C
c








                                                                                                          ... (2.12) 

Considering the following initial boundary conditions: 

C(x,t=0)=0 

C(x=0, t>0) =Cs 

C(x=∞, t>0) =0, 

the solution for this differential equation is expressed in terms of chloride ions content of 

concrete surface and the error function erf (z), such that: 

C(x,t)=Cs 




























5.0)(2
1

tD

x
erf

app

                                                                          ... (2.13) 

where: C(x, t) = 
Cl content (% by mass of cement or concrete) at time, t (sec) and at 

depth   x (m) from the surface of concrete 

Cs = 
Cl content at surface of concrete (% by mass of cement or concrete) 

Dapp= apparent diffusion coefficient for chloride (m
2
/s) 
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The above model for chloride penetration may be simplified by using a parabola function, 

as follows: 

C(x, t) = Cs 

2

5.0)3(2
1














tD

x

app

                                                                           ....  (2.14) 

Equation 2.14 is an approximation to simplify Fick’s model analytical solution. The two 

solutions are compared in Figure 2.10 for different depth of chloride penetration inside the 

concrete matrix. 

 

Figure 2.10: Relationship between Fick’s model analytical solution and  simplified 

parabolic  model at constant time, t and diffusion coefficient, Dapp. 
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   The model developed by Al-Kutti [125] for diffusion coefficient (Dapp) for silica fume 

blended concrete can be used to determine the value of chloride diffusion coefficient, Dapp, 

as given by Eq. 2.15: 

29.1006.073.5 /  Ccmwapp QRD                                                   ...  (2.15) 

where: Dapp = chloride diffusion coefficient of silica fume concrete in 10
-12

 m
2
/s 

Rw/cm = w/cm ratio (by mass) 

QC = cementitious materials content in kg/m
3
 

b) Model for Time of Corrosion Initiation Due to Chloride Penetration 

   From Eq. 2.14, the model for the time to corrosion initiation (tp) may be obtained by 

using the chloride penetration model, in which t may be equated to tp in the  Eq.(2.14) to 

simplify the expression for the calculation of time of corrosion initiation, tp. 

x = cover thickness (cv), and  

C (x, t) = threshold chloride concentration (Cth), as follows: 

tp = 

2

2/1)/(112

1









 sthapp CC

cv

D
(parabolic chloride penetration model)                      ...(2.16) 

In Eq. (2.16), the following "normal values" of Dapp, Cs, and Cth may be used: 

Dapp  = 10
-12

 to 10
-11

 m
2
/s 

Cs = 0.3 to 0.4% of 
Cl by weight of concrete 
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Cth = 0.05 to 0.07% of 
Cl by weight of concrete 

Once the time to corrosion initiation is known, the time of corrosion propagation (tcorr) may 

be given by Eq. 2.17 

design service lifecorr pt t                                                      ... (2.17) 

for specified target service life 

c)  Corrosion Rate Modelling (Icorr) 

   Ahmad and Bhattacharjee [126] developed the following empirical model for corrosion 

current density, Icorr, for rebars embedded in chloride-admixed concrete (CaCl2 admixed at 

the time of casting): 

   CDDBCcmnAIcorr

222 72.223.212.673.37)/(                                            …(2.18) 

where:   B = coded level of cement content =
50

300/ 3 mkgcontentcement
  

 C = coded level of admixed CaCl2 content = 
25.1

5.2% 2 weightcementbyCaCl
 

 D = coded level of water-cementitious material, w/cm, ratio= 
075.0

65.0/ massbycmw
  

The coded values-scaling was used to minimize the variables deviations and to improve the 

fitted data accuracy. 
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2.7.3  Determination of the rate of Loss of Concrete and Steel  

a)  Model for Concrete Rate of Loss of Concrete 

The model for evaluating the rate of deterioration of surface concrete subjected to 

aggressive exposure conditions, excluding frost attack, is given as follows [127]; 

3.3

.env cur
r

ck

c c
C

f
                                                       ...(2.19) 

where: Cr   = the rate of loss of structurally effective concrete (mm/year) 

   Cenv = the environmental coefficient 

   Ccur = the curing coefficient 

 fck = the characteristic cubic compressive strength of concrete at 28 days (MPa) 

  The Cenv in the Gulf region within latitude 10
o
-30

o
 can be assumed to be within the range 

of 0.1 x 10
5 

to 5 x 10
5 

[127]. The curing coefficient, ccur, may be calculated by using the 

following equation [128]. 

10

1

0.85 0.17 log ( )
curc

d



                                                                                      ...(2.20) 

where: d = the curing time (days) 
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  The rate of loss of structurally effective concrete, Cr, is calculated by using Eq. 2.19. 

Then loss of surface concrete, ( )c t , leading to reduced cross-sectional area of concrete, at 

any exposure time, t, may be calculated by using Eq. 2.21, as follows: 

( ) .rc t C t                                                       ... (2.21) 

By using ( )c t  calculated from Eq. 2.21, the residual width ( )b t  and the residual depth 

( )h t of the concrete member at any exposure time, t, may be calculated by using Eqns. 

2.22 and 2.23, respectively, as follows: 

 0( ) 2 ( )b t b c t                                                                                         ... (2.22) 

0( ) 2 ( )h t h c t                                                                                         ... (2.23) 

where: bo and ho are the original width and depth of the member, respectively. 

b)  Model for calculating reinforcement corrosion penetration rate: 

The corrosion rate expressed as corrosion penetration per unit time, termed as corrosion 

penetration rate (Pr) can be determined by using the corrosion current density, Icorr, as 

follows [129]:  

r corr

st

W
P I

F

 
  
 

                                                                           ... (2.24)   

where: 

W = equivalent weight of steel = 55.85/2 = 27.925 g 
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F = Faraday's constant = 96500 Coulombs = 96500 Amp-s 

st = density of steel (7.85 g/cm
3
) 

Icorr = corrosion current density (usually expressed as μA/cm
2
) 

  The Pr, is calculated by using Eq. 2.24, the loss of the rebar diameter ( )t  leading to a 

reduced cross-sectional area of steel at any exposure time t may be calculated by using Eq. 

2.25,  

( ) .rt P t                                                        ... (2.25) 

By using ( )t calculated from Eq. 2.25, the reduced diameter of rebar '( )t  at any 

exposure time t  may be calculated by using Eq. 2.26,  

 
0'( ) 2 ( )t t                                                          ... (2.26) 

where 0 is the original diameter of rebar. 

2.8  STRUCTURAL DURABILITY DESIGN  

   Sarja and Vesikari [130] have proposed methods for structural durability design of RC 

members. In these methods, the loss of concrete and steel sections due to deterioration was 

considered for a given design service-life of the concrete structures. The cross-sections of 

concrete and steel, required to satisfy serviceability requirements, were increased to satisfy 

durability requirements.   
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH 

3.1  EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 

    The primary objective of this work is two-fold: (i) to develop models for strength of 

concrete and rate of loss of bar diameter due to corrosion by using the experimental data 

obtained through testing concrete specimens prepared with aggregates from two different 

sources within in Saudi Arabia (namely: Western province-Taif quarries and Eastern 

province-Riyadh road), and (ii) to utilize these models for an optimal design of RC beams 

and columns. An experimental program was designed to achieve those two objectives 

through the following five main steps: 

1. Cast several cylindrical concrete specimens, with/without centrally placed 16 mm 

reinforcement, with different cover, fine to total aggregate ratio and w/cm, with 

additional 8% silica fume.  

2. Conduct the compression test on the plain cylindrical concrete specimens, and 

determine the corresponding elastic modulus, by simultaneously measuring the 

failure loads and corresponding strains. 

3. Measure the current density by using linear polarization on cylindrical RC 

specimens in several rounds. 
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4. Statistically analyze the performance of the test specimens prepared from the two 

aggregates. The analysis of the data is obtained from compressive strength tests and 

electrochemical corrosion measurements compiled in steps 2 and 3. 

5. Study the compiled experimental data closely, to develop models for strength of 

concrete and for rate of loss of the rebar diameter due to corrosion, in order to 

achieve a durable RC structure for a target service-life. 

3.2  MATERIALS 

The test specimens were prepared with aggregates procured from two different national 

quarries (Riyadh road and Taif). Figure 3.1 shows the typical samples of the two 

aggregates tested and used in the experimental program [131]. Table 3.2 shows the 

chemical composition of the Portland cement and silica fume used in the preparation of the 

concrete specimens. 

 Dammam  (H) Taif quarries (T) 
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  Figure 3.1: Samples of Taif and Dammam aggregates. 
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    The specific gravity and absorption conducted based on ASTM  C128 [132]  and 

abrasion test results of the coarse aggregates in accordance with ASTM C131 are tabulated 

in Table 3.1. The specific gravity and absorption of fine aggregate (Dune sand) was found 

to be 2.6 and 0.57%, respectively. Table 3.2 shows the chemical composition of the 

Portland cement and silica fume used in the preparation of the concrete specimens. Potable 

water was used for mixing the constituents of all the specimens. 

 

Table 3.1: Specific gravity, absorption and abrasion test results of the coarse aggregates. 

Aggregate source Specific gravity Water Absorption (%) Abrasion loss (%) 

Dammam (H) 2.55 1.75 28.86 

Taif (T) 2.82 1.27 37.84 

 

Table 3.2: Chemical composition of Portland cement and silica fume. 

 

Constituent (wt %) Type I cement Silica fume 

Silica       (SiO2) 19.92 98.7 

Alumina (Al2O3) 6.54 0.21 

Ferric oxide (Fe2O3) 2.09 0.046 

Lime (CaO) 64.70 0.024 

Magnesia (MgO) 1.84 - 

Silicate (SO3) 2.61 0.015 

Potassium Oxide (K2O) 0.56 0.048 

Sodium Oxide(Na2O) 0.28 0.085 

Tricalcium Silicate (C3S) 55.9 - 

Dicalcium silicate (C2S) 19 - 

Tricalcium aluminate (C3A) 7.5 - 

Tetracalcium aluminoferrite 

(C4AF) 

9.8 - 
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3.3  CONCRETE SPECIMENS 

   Un-reinforced cylindrical concrete specimens (size: 75 mm diameter and 150 mm high) 

were prepared to evaluate compressive strength. For corrosion testing, cylindrical RC 

specimens with a height of 150 mm and diameters 66 mm, 91 mm and 116 mm, with three 

different covers thickness (25, 37.5 and 50 mm) were cast including centrally placed steel 

reinforcing bar and were immersed in a 5% NaCl solution as electrolyte throughout the 

period of corrosion testing. To avoid crevice corrosion, the bottom and the concrete-air 

interface of the specimens were coated with an epoxy-coating to 25 mm depth, as shown in 

Figure 3.2 [133]. 

 

Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of a typical test specimen used for corrosion assessment. 
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3.4  PREPARATION OF CONCRETE SPECIMENS 

  3.4.1  Concrete Mix Design 

    Concrete mixes were designed according to the absolute volume method, and 

proportioning of materials was carried out on a weight basis. The concrete mixes were 

prepared with cementitious materials contents of 350, 375 and 400 kg/m
3
, with effective 

w/cm ratios of 0.40, 0.45 and 0.5 and with fine-to-total aggregate ratios of 0.35, 0.4 and 

0.45. All the concrete specimens were prepared with 8% silica fume. The following 

concrete specimens were cast from each concrete mix. 

 Un-reinforced cylindrical concrete specimens (size: 75 mm diameter and 150 mm 

high) for determination of compressive strength. 

 Cylindrical specimens with centrally placed 16 mm diameter rebar and geometric 

dimension of 150 mm height and diameter (2*cover+16) mm for reinforcement 

corrosion rate measurements. 

    Superplasticizer was used to improve the workability of concrete mixes, as the w/cm 

ratio became very low. The variables considered for preparing the cylindrical concrete test-

specimens for compressive strength on one hand and corrosion rate on the other, are as 

shown in Tables 3.3 and Table 3.4 respectively. The total number of unreinforced 

cylindrical concrete specimens for compressive strength was 162 (that is: 

[3*3*3*2*1*1]*3 replicates). The total number of the other cylindrical concrete specimens 

for corrosion rate determination was 1,458 (that is: [3*3*3*2*3*3*1]*3 replicates). Each 

test specimen had a centrally placed 16 mm-diameter steel bar. 
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   All the concrete specimens were cured in water tanks for a period of 28 days. After that, 

the compressive strength test specimens were taken out for testing, and the corrosion test 

specimens were partly submerged in chloride solutions to allow corrosion to take place. 

Next, the electrochemical technique (Linear Polarization Method) was used to determine 

the corrosion rate by using a potentiostat (PARSTAT 2273) [134].  

3.4.2  Mixing of Concrete and Specimen Casting 

    Mixing was done systematically. Fine and coarse aggregates were first mixed separately. 

Silica fume and cement were mixed separately. Then both constituents were mixed with 

the addition of potable water (mixed uniformly with superplasticizer) to ensure a 

homogenous mixture of concrete constituents. The constituents were mixed in a revolving 

drum type of mixer for one minute, after the completion of mixer charging, to obtain 

uniform consistency and cohesiveness without segregation. After mixing and discharging, 

the concrete was poured into the oil-applied cylindrical moulds in three layers and the 

moulds were vibrated over a vibrating table to remove the entrapped air.  After casting, the 

concrete specimens were cured for 28 days in a curing tank under laboratory conditions. 

   Table 3.3: Variables for compressive strength of concrete test specimens. 

 

Mix Parameter Levels 
No. of Case 

studies 

Effective water/cementitious 

materials ratio* (by mass) 

0.38, 0.43, 0.48 (H-aggregate) 
3 

0.42, 0.47, 0.52 (T- aggregate) 

Cementitious 

materials content 
350, 375, 400 kg/m3 3 

FA/TA ratio (by mass) 0.35, 0.40, 0.45 3 

Aggregate type 2 (H and T aggregates) 2 

Cement type 1 (Type - I) 1 

Mineral admixture 
1 (8% Silica fume by weight of cement) 

(28, 30, 32 kg/m3) 
1 
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Table 3.4: Variables for reinforced concrete specimens for corrosion rate measurements. 

 

Parameter Levels 
No of case 

studies 

Effective water/cementitious 

materials ratio
*
 (by mass) 

0.4, 0.45, 0.50 3 

Cementitious 

materials content 
350, 375, 400 kg/m

3
 3 

FA/TA ratio (by mass) 0.35, 0.40, 0.45 3 

Aggregate types 2 (H and T aggregates) 2 

Cement type 1 (Type-1) 1 

Mineral admixtures 
1 (8% silica fume by weight) of 

cement) (28, 30, 32 kg/m
3
) 

1 

Cover thickness 25 mm, 37.5 mm, 50 mm 3 

Chloride exposure 

concentration 
3%, 7% and 12% NaCl 3 

*Note: Considering water absorption of aggregates, gross w/cm 0.38, 0.43 and 0.48 and 0.42, 0.47, and 0.52, for H-aggregate and T-

aggregates respectively for were converted into effective w/cm of, respectively of 0.40, 0.45 and 0.50. 

 

3.5  EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 

3.5.1  Compressive strength 

   The specimens were capped prior to testing them in compression. Capping the surface of 

the cast plain concrete shown in Figure 3.3 is an essential preparation of the specimen for 

the compressive strength to ensure the smooth loading surface and the uniform load 

distribution. Sulfur was used for concrete capping in accordance with ASTM C617 [135].  

This included preparing sulfur mortar as shown in Figure 3.4 for use by heating to about 

265°F (130°C). Fresh sulfur mortar was dried at the time of placement in the melting point 

(dampness will cause foaming) while the flash point of sulfur mortar was maintained at 

approximately 440°F (225°C). The capping plate was oiled slightly prior to the pouring of 

well stirred molten sulfur before the concrete specimen was placed on it. A thickness of  5 
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mm [136] was maintained. Figure 3.5 shows the sulfur capped specimen prior to testing it 

in compression. 

 

 

                           Figure 3.3: Un-reinforced concrete specimens prior to capping. 

 

 

 

                                 Figure 3.4: Molten sulfur poured into oiled capping plate. 
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                                           Figure 3.5: Sulfur-capped specimens. 

 

 

     The compressive strength of concrete is the most common performance measure used 

by engineers in designing buildings and other structures. The test method consists of 

applying a compressive axial load to molded cylinders (or cores) at a rate which is within a 

prescribed range until failure occurs. The compressive strength (f'c) of the specimen is 

calculated by dividing the maximum load attained during the test by the cross-sectional 

area of the specimen resisting the load. Compressive strength is reported in units of pound-

force per square inch (psi) in US customary units or megapascals (MPa) or N/mm
2
 in SI 

units. A test result is the average of two to three specimens made from the same concrete 

specimen and tested at the same age.  

    Cylindrical concrete specimens were tested in accordance with ASTM C39 [136], by 

using the 300 kN capacity INSTRON machine. Strain gauges were attached to the 

specimens and connected to a data logger to record the accompanying strain, as shown in 

Figure 3.6, for recording strains at different levels of the applied load, so that the modulus 
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of elasticity could also be determined from stress-strain plots by using the secant modulus 

simultaneously with the compressive strength of the concrete. The typical stress-strain 

curves for each specimen tested in compression are presented in Appendix-1. The secant 

modulus of elasticity was calculated by using a stress-strain diagram for each concrete mix 

[136]. A sample photograph of a test specimen that typically failed in compression is 

shown in Figure 3.7.  

                              

 

 

                                               

     

                                    

 

 

 

 

                                  Figure 3.6: Specimen attached with strain gauge. 
 

 

                            Figure 3.7: A concrete specimen that failed in compression. 
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3.5.2  Corrosion Current Density Measurements 

  All the 1458 RC test specimens belonging to 27 mixes of the two aggregate sources were 

partly submerged as shown in Figure 3.8 in chloride solutions with three different 

concentrations (3%, 7% and 12% NaCl) for allowing simulated corrosion conditions to 

take place. The corrosion current density was measured after three, six, and nine months of 

exposure to the chloride solution. 

              
         

Figure 3.8: Cylindrical reinforced concrete specimen exposed to chloride  solutions. 

         

   The corrosion current density on steel embedded in the cylindrical concrete specimens 

was measured by using the Linear Polarization Resistance (LPR) method [137].  A typical 

LPR set-up is shown in Figure 3.9. The equipment-PARSTAT 2273 potentiostat that was 

used is manufactured by PRINCETON (USA) [134]. The principle involves application of 

10 mV above and below corrosion potential value (Ecorr). Equivalent current is recorded 

within the machine while the slope of potential difference (abscissa) and current (mantissa) 

is taken as the polarization resistance (Rp). The corrosion current density is obtained by 

taking the ratio of the Stern-Geary constant, β, (100 mV) and polarization resistance (Rp). 
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             Figure 3.9: Typical set-up for Icorr measurement by using polarization 

 

 

  The linear polarization resistance (LPR) method is confined to a small magnitude of the 

overpotentials, εa and εc, respectively, using linear coordinates. This technique allows the 

determination of Icorr using a potential range of ±10mV from the Ecorr. Prior to determining 

Icorr, the polarization resistance, Rp is estimated from the linear slope of the curve as: 

                                
i

E
Rp




                                                                                      .... (3.1) 

The corresponding corrosion current density depends on kinetic parameters since Icorr = 

f(B,Rp). Thus the simple linear relation from Butler Volmer kinetic relations that defines 

the corrosion current density is of the form [138].  

                                  
p

corr
R

B
I                                                                                     ... (3.2) 

   Detail of Butler-Volmer equation is shown in Appendix IV. The magnitude of 

polarization resistance is mainly controlled by the corrosion current density, Icorr.  
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),,( cafB   while a , c are taken as positive kinetic parameter for determining Icorr 

of corroding metallic materials. 

                                  
)(303.2 ca

caB





                                                                    ... (3.3) 

 where:  B is the Stern-Geary constant and it is derived from the basic equations for a 

polarization curve. The value of Stern-Geary constant (B) is determined by using the 

values of the coefficients (βa and βc) obtained from the Tafel plot. In the absence of this 

plot, the value of B may be assumed as 52 mV for passive (non-active) corrosion and 26 

mV for active corrosion [139]. The polarization resistance (Rp) is determined by using the 

slope of the linear portion of the polarization curve, as shown in Figure 3.10 [140]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                     

                          

        where:  V/I = slope of the linear portion of the polarization curve 

 I

V
Rp






                                                                                                                    … (3.4) 
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           Figure 3.10: Typical polarization curve [140] 
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3.6  QUANTITATIVE ESTIMATION OF REBAR DIAMETER LOSS  

   A quantitative estimation of corrosion propagation is usually given in terms of the 

corrosion penetration rate, which is defined as the loss of metal per unit of surface area per 

unit of time. Most non-destructive techniques currently used for monitoring corrosion are 

based on electrochemical measurements, with the corrosion rate estimated in terms of a 

corrosion current density, Icorr. In the case of general corrosion, the corrosion current 

density Icorr can be transformed directly into the loss of metal by the use of Faraday’s law 

of electrochemical equivalence, which indicates that a constant corrosion current density of 

1 μA/cm
2
 corresponds to a uniform corrosion penetration of 11.7 μm/yr [141].  

   For the 243 mixes in triplicate (729 specimens) the data for each aggregate type 

monitored were recorded in Excel format and then averaged to obtain 243 data, shown in 

Tables 4.3 and 4.4, for H-test specimens and T-test specimens, respectively. The data were 

analyzed by plotting the rebar diameter loss,  (t) (micron) which was obtained by 

multiplying the corrosion penetration rate, Pr, obtained from the measured Icorr by the time, 

t, through the following relations [129]: 

                          

corrI
st

r
F

W
P




 

                           (t) =Prt                                                 

       ...(3.5) 

 

               Pr=11.7Icorr (μm/year) 

                              
365

T- cmT
t                                                                                           ... (3.6) 

where:  (t)= cumulative rebar loss 

t = time in years 
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Tm = Corrosion monitoring data in days 

 Td = Specimen initial date of dipping in an aqueous NaCl solution in days  

 

W= equivalent weight of steel = 55.85/2 = 27.925 g 

 F= Faraday's constant = 96500 Coulombs = 96500 Amp-s 

st = density of steel (7.85 g/cm
3
) =0.212 tonnage/ft

3
 

 Icorr= corrosion current density (usually expressed as (μA/cm
2
) 

   Thus, assuming a constant corrosion rate, the reduction in the diameter (2 Radii) of a 

corroding reinforcing bar   after t years since corrosion initiation can be estimated in 

millimetres by Eq. 3. 7: 

                       Δφ(t)  = 2(11.7Icorrt) (μm)  

                        (t)   = 0.0234 Icorrt (mm)                                                  ... (3. 7) 

Then with the cumulative rebar loss,   plotted against time, the slope of the curve is 

taken as the penetration rate of corrosion, Pr as will be outlined in section 4.2 of chapter 4. 

A typical curve generated is shown in Figure 4.1. 

   If it is to be assumed that the corrosion current density is the same for a group of n 

reinforcing bars of the same diameter o , their cross-sectional area after t years of general 

corrosion will be: 

                             0
4

)]([ 2





t

nA o
s


                                                              ... (3. 8) 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

        In this chapter, experimental test results obtained used in this study are presented 

separately for the two types of aggregates (namely: Dammam (H) and Taif (T) aggregates). 

Test results were first analyzed statistically by using software to pinpoint the effects of 

variable factors on strength and elasticity of concrete and corrosion rate of rebars. Based on 

the results of ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (ANOVA) of the data, models for strength, 

elasticity, and corrosion rate were developed. Utilization of these models in optimal design 

of RC members is described at the end of this chapter. 

 

    4.1  COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH AND ELASTIC MODULUS TEST RESULTS 

  The cylindrical concrete specimens cast by using 27 mixtures in triplicate with varied 

w/cm ratio (0.38, 0.43 and 0.48) and (0.42, 0.47 and 0.52) for H-test specimens and T-test 

specimens respectively. In addition, cementitious materials content (350, 375 and 400 

kg/m
3
), and fine to total aggregate (FA/TA) ratios (0.35, 0.40, and 0.45), are the same for 

the two types of aggregates (H and T). Concrete from both mixtures was tested for 

compressive strength and modulus of elasticity. Results of these tests, conducted after 28-

days of curing on concrete specimens prepared with H-type and T-type aggregate, are 

presented in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 respectively.  
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  Table 4.1 Compressive strength and modulus of elasticity results of H-test specimens. 

 

Mix 

# 

Water-

cementitious 

material ratio 

(Rw/cm) 

Cementitious 

material content, 

QC (kg/m
3
) 

Fine/Total 

aggregate 

ratio (RFA/TA) 

28-day 

compressive 

strength, f'c 

(MPa) 

28-day 

modulus of 

elasticity, Ec 

(GPa) 

1 

0.38 

350 

0.35 39.7 36.5 

2 0.40 38.8 39.4 

3 0.45 39.1 34.7 

4 

375 

0.35 34.1 31.4 

5 0.40 38.2 36.5 

6 0.45 40.6 38.6 

7 

400 

0.35 34.2 28.6 

8 0.40 39.3 38.4 

9 0.45 39.8 38.3 

10 

0.43 

350 

0.35 27.9 32.7 

11 0.40 37.4 37.4 

12 0.45 38.5 35.0 

13 

375 

0.35 31.9 31.9 

14 0.40 37.1 33.5 

15 0.45 33.9 33.9 

16 

400 

0.35 26.5 29.6 

17 0.40 30.7 31.3 

18 0.45 36.5 30.8 

19 

0.48 

350 

0.35 30.0 25.9 

20 0.40 32.1 31.5 

21 0.45 30.5 31.3 

22 

375 

0.35 20.7 28.0 

23 0.40 27.5 27.5 

24 0.45 29.9 31.6 

25 

400 

0.35 25.4 26.3 

26 0.40 31.0 31.8 

27 0.45 25.3 27.7 
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Table 4.2 Compressive strength and modulus of elasticity results of T-test specimens. 

 

Mix 

# 

water-

cementitious 

materials ratio 

(Rw/cm) 

Cementitious 

materials content 

QC (kg/m
3
) 

Fine/Total 

aggregate. 

ratio (RFA/TA)  

28-day  

compressive 

strength, f'c 

(MPa)  

28-day  

modulus of 

elasticity, Ec 

(GPa) 

1 

0.42 

350 

0.35 21.6 22.03 

2 0.40 25.3 26.2 

3 0.45 31 25.78 

4 

375 

0.35 23.3 17.5 

5 0.40 27 28.26 

6 0.45 30.7 25.36 

7 

400 

0.35 24.6 21.27 

8 0.40 27 24.64 

9 0.45 28.9 30.93 

10 

0.47 

350 

0.35 20.3 23.27 

11 0.40 22.8 22.53 

12 0.45 25.4 25.4 

13 

375 

0.35 20.8 18.45 

14 0.40 26.1 25.95 

15 0.45 30.4 30.23 

16 

400 

0.35 22.9 20.94 

17 0.40 23.7 22.03 

18 0.45 26.5 28.06 

19 

0.52 

350 

0.35 19.1 20.86 

20 0.40 27.9 26.78 

21 0.45 30.9 29.37 

22 

375 

0.35 16.6 17.2 

23 0.40 24 21.73 

24 0.45 25.8 23.58 

25 

400 

0.35 16 15.56 

26 0.40 21.6 19.3 

27 0.45 25.2 21.4 
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 4.2  CORROSION PENETRATION RATE 

   The concrete test specimens (corresponding to 27 mixtures) of varying cover thickness 

cast by using both aggregate types were exposed to chloride salt solutions of three different 

concentrations. Corrosion penetration rates of rebars, Pr were determined for H-test 

specimens and T-test specimens. The results are presented in Tables 4.3 and 4.4, 

respectively. The corrosion penetration rate was calculated by using values of the corrosion 

current density Icorr obtained during three rounds of corrosion monitoring on samples 

continuously exposed to chloride solutions. The procedure for calculation of corrosion 

penetration rate Pr  by using the corrosion current density Icorr is shown in Fig. 4.1.   

 

             Figure 4.1: Procedure for calculation of corrosion penetration rate, Pr. 
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Table 4.3: Corrosion Penetration rate data  for H-test specimens. 

 

Cem. 

mat 

content 

(QC) 

w/cm 
ratio 

by 

mass 

(Rw/cm) 

FA/TA 

ratio by 

mass  

(RFA/TA) 

Corrosion penetration rate, Pr (μm/yr) for H-Test Specimens 

3% NaCl solution 

exposure (CCHL) 

7% NaCl solution 

exposure  (CCHL) 

12% NaCl solution 

exposure (CCHL) 

25 

mm 

Cover 

(TCV)  

37.5 

mm 

Cover 

(TCV)  

50 

mm 

Cover 

(TCV)  

25 

mm 

Cover 

(TCV)  

37.5 

mm 

Cover 

(TCV)  

50 

mm 

Cover 

(TCV)  

25 

mm 

Cover 

(TCV)  

37.5 

mm 

Cover 

(TCV)  

50 

mm 

Cover 

(TCV)  

350 

0.38 

0.35 5.87 5.29 4.05 9.73 7.93 7.79 10.67 8.47 8.07 

0.40 6.89 6.58 5.12 8.89 7.06 5.68 9.63 9.13 3.73 

0.45 5.02 4.28 4.19 7.32 5.95 4.43 11.02 9.23 7.01 

375 

0.35 5.58 4.96 4.56 6.84 5.49 4.00 8.63 7.69 6.80 

0.40 5.95 4.04 3.14 6.60 4.21 3.46 9.90 4.39 3.94 

0.45 5.37 4.29 3.81 6.87 5.00 4.85 9.11 4.56 4.03 

400 

0.35 5.96 4.13 3.69 6.28 4.48 3.88 7.76 4.73 4.21 

0.40 5.11 4.95 4.81 5.92 5.45 4.39 8.45 7.20 4.52 

0.45 5.25 4.23 3.94 6.51 4.80 4.45 9.27 6.78 4.53 

350 

0.43 

0.35 11.44 8.98 7.84 16.53 13.70 9.37 18.52 16.19 10.49 

0.40 13.81 11.52 9.08 18.29 14.20 8.57 18.48 14.04 9.28 

0.45 14.53 10.16 5.18 17.27 13.50 7.57 20.62 16.17 8.49 

375 

0.35 14.54 10.04 9.35 19.55 16.04 8.62 25.77 19.78 10.82 

0.40 13.63 11.85 10.99 21.92 16.88 10.71 27.05 17.90 9.30 

0.45 14.91 14.29 11.72 19.03 18.10 11.38 23.14 15.00 9.63 

400 

0.35 13.00 12.68 10.18 16.03 12.94 10.79 18.34 14.07 8.91 

0.40 13.06 12.56 9.94 15.04 11.93 9.65 18.52 13.47 9.30 

0.45 13.64 11.91 9.60 14.96 11.65 9.72 18.27 12.81 8.99 

350 

0.48 

0.35 24.34 16.57 14.48 28.57 18.68 14.34 30.67 20.72 15.93 

0.40 22.18 14.25 13.68 25.09 17.52 12.78 28.79 18.58 15.42 

0.45 20.33 11.00 9.67 24.73 15.64 11.17 25.42 16.95 13.37 

375 

0.35 25.15 18.44 15.52 27.68 19.57 13.90 30.23 18.80 16.28 

0.40 25.39 13.85 12.48 26.07 17.76 15.14 27.83 18.14 15.42 

0.45 24.98 13.20 10.37 25.93 15.52 10.46 28.05 21.43 16.77 

400 

0.35 25.09 19.05 9.84 27.58 17.28 13.47 29.09 18.91 16.64 

0.40 25.34 12.61 8.24 26.17 14.84 13.66 28.48 16.32 15.63 

0.45 24.96 13.24 9.88 26.94 14.64 12.45 27.51 17.91 15.46 
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Table 4.4: Corrosion penetration rate for T-test specimens. 

 

Cem. 
mat 

content 

(QC) 

w/cm 

ratio 
by 

mass 

(Rw/cm) 

FA/TA 
ratio by 

mass  

(RFA/TA) 

Corrosion penetration rate, Pr (μm/yr) for T-Test Specimens 

3% NaCl solution 

exposure (CCHL) 

7% NaCl solution 

exposure  (CCHL) 

12% NaCl solution 

exposure (CCHL) 

25 
mm 

Cover 

(TCV)  

37.5 
mm 

Cover 

(TCV)  

50 
mm 

Cover 

(TCV)  

25 
mm 

Cover 

(TCV)  

37.5 
mm 

Cover 

(TCV)  

50 
mm 

Cover 

(TCV)  

25 
mm 

Cover 

(TCV)  

37.5 
mm 

Cover 

(TCV)  

50 
mm 

Cover 

(TCV)  

350 

0.42 

0.35 7.55 7.48 3.01 12.72 11.68 3.63 10.14 7.66 5.92 

0.40 9.09 8.22 4.47 10.21 7.35 6.27 12.70 11.35 5.80 

0.45 8.28 8.08 6.19 10.49 8.91 6.43 14.50 13.67 6.70 

375 

0.35 9.39 8.22 6.54 9.13 8.12 8.97 13.08 11.30 6.74 

0.40 9.54 6.58 5.10 10.69 7.67 6.60 11.80 9.57 7.06 

0.45 10.73 8.94 6.26 10.80 8.83 7.67 13.83 10.01 7.49 

400 

0.35 12.60 11.59 8.14 11.90 9.06 5.96 13.85 10.74 7.93 

0.40 13.28 12.19 8.64 12.67 9.42 6.76 14.63 11.30 8.41 

0.45 14.62 10.52 9.70 13.80 12.08 6.97 16.20 12.85 8.80 

350 

0.47 

0.35 17.43 14.47 10.85 17.52 15.85 8.06 21.70 19.76 12.80 

0.40 19.38 16.77 12.80 19.11 17.55 10.12 21.95 19.72 14.22 

0.45 23.32 17.88 13.53 21.18 19.46 11.66 22.82 23.28 11.81 

375 

0.35 23.97 19.25 14.34 28.00 22.83 12.33 32.58 28.44 12.29 

0.40 29.87 24.94 15.67 30.06 25.48 11.43 33.91 26.94 11.66 

0.45 33.96 32.77 16.22 34.97 26.44 12.50 40.26 37.32 11.37 

400 

0.35 39.57 35.33 23.16 31.64 28.16 17.98 55.15 34.68 12.25 

0.40 39.11 34.08 21.91 34.45 34.06 18.09 36.11 32.79 20.84 

0.45 38.98 35.92 21.68 40.91 35.46 19.86 38.35 29.79 19.42 

350 

0.52 

0.35 44.52 30.26 23.07 41.82 33.84 18.40 43.93 34.79 21.40 

0.40 44.91 38.11 26.44 54.52 38.66 19.81 43.47 37.40 23.43 

0.45 56.19 48.85 25.30 55.41 35.42 21.66 42.56 38.46 24.19 

375 

0.35 50.40 47.38 27.13 57.19 35.89 23.73 52.88 40.96 24.07 

0.40 52.06 45.77 27.96 58.19 37.73 24.53 51.50 45.18 25.59 

0.45 52.19 43.36 28.61 59.19 35.77 24.14 52.94 45.75 27.44 

400 

0.35 57.65 45.59 29.77 63.94 38.67 28.29 65.44 44.03 35.05 

0.40 70.25 42.59 32.14 66.89 45.65 32.28 64.72 49.64 38.37 

0.45 70.29 56.36 38.15 65.27 48.10 35.51 71.35 50.51 38.89 
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4.3 DATA SCALING 

   If the data are not in the same range, there may be a larger error due to data deviation, 

especially when these widely varied data interact with one another in a model prediction. 

In this light, each element of the  data set is expressed as the ratio of the largest value in the 

data set  through a simple mathematical manipulation so as to reduce the variable deviation 

and to improve the model accuracy [142]. This was done for all the results obtained from 

the experiments on both H-test specimens and T-test specimens. 

ni
f

xf
xf

o

i
i ........21                     ;

)(
)(

_

                                                                    … (4.1) 

where     n  is the number of elements in the data set  

( )if x  is the normalized individual element in the data set,  

of  is the maximum  value in the data set, of ≠ 0 

The variables considered were then scaled, as shown in Table 4.5, for both H-test 

specimens and T-test specimens. 
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Table 4.5: Data scaling for H-test specimens and T-test specimens. 

 

Experimental variables 
H-test specimen T-test specimen 

Actual values Scaled values Actual values Scaled values 

Cement. material content, QC 

(kg/m3) 
300,350,400 0.88,0.94,1.00 300,350,400 0.88,0.94,1.00 

w/cm ratio,  Rw/cm 

(by mass) 
0.38,0.43, 0.48 0.79, 0.90, 1.00 0.42,0.47, 0.52 0.81, 0.90, 1.00 

FATA ratio, RFATA 

(by mass) 
0.35, 0.40, 0.45 0.78, 0.89, 1.00 0.35, 0.40, 0.45 0.78, 0.89, 1.00 

Cover , TCV 

(by mass) 
25.0, 37.5, 50.0 0.5, 0.75, 1.00 25.0, 37.5, 50.0 0.5, 0.75, 1.00 

Chloride conc. (decimal) 0.03, 0.07, 0.12 0.25, 0.58, 1.00 0.03, 0.07, 0.12 0.25, 0.58, 1.00 
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4.4  STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS AND MODEL FITTING 

  

   Descriptive statistical analysis of the test results was carried out to determine the 

minimum, maximum, and mean of the data population. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) 

was also carried out to pinpoint the individual and interactive effects of variable factors on 

the dependent variable. The procedure for ANOVA is outlined in Appendix II. ANOVA 

analysis of the test results in the present study was done with software named MINITAB 

[143]. A sample of the ANOVA results by MINITAB is given in Appendix III. Based on 

the ANOVA results, the regression models for compressive strength, elastic modulus, and 

corrosion penetration rate corresponding to H-test specimen and T-test specimens was fit 

by the least square error method. In the ANOVA as well as in the regression models, the 

notations used for independent variables are as follows:  

QC : cementitious materials content in kg/m
3
 

 Rw/cm: water/cementitious materials ratio by mass 

 RFA/TA: fine/total aggregate ratio by mass 

 TCV: cover thickness in mm 

CCHL: chloride salt concentration in percentage by decimal 
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4.4.1 Statistical Analysis for Compressive Strength, Elastic Modulus, and Corrosion     

Penetration Rate 

    The minimum, maximum, and mean of compressive strength, elastic modulus, and 

corrosion penetration rate data obtained from H-test specimens and T-test specimens are 

presented in Table 4.6, Table 4.7 and Table 4.8, respectively.  

 

       Table 4.6: Descriptive statistics table of compressive strength data (data size: 27). 

 

Concrete type Minimum 

(MPa) 

Maximum 

(MPa) 

Mean 

(MPa) 

H-test specimens 20.7 40.6 33.21 

T-test specimen 16.0 31.0 24.64 

 

     Table 4.7: Descriptive statistics table of modulus of elasticity data (data size: 27).  

 

Concrete type Minimum 

(GPa) 

Maximum 

(GPa) 

Mean 

(GPa) 

H-test specimens 25.9 39.4 32.6 

T-test specimen 15.6 30.9 23.5 

 

    Table 4.8: Descriptive statistics table of corrosion penetration rate data (data size: 243). 

 

Concrete type Minimum 

(m/y) 

Maximum 

(m/y) 

Mean 

(m/y) 

H-test specimens 3.14 30.67 12.79 

T-test specimen 3.00 71.35 24.644 
 

  

   It is observed from the results of the descriptive statistics that the H-test specimens have 

compressive strengths in the range of about 20 to 40 MPa, whereas the compressive 

strength of T-test specimens varies from 16 to 31 MPa. This shows that the strength 

performance of T-type aggregate is about 25% less than the H-aggregate. Lower 
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performance of the T-type aggregate is observed also in the case of elastic modulus and 

reinforcement corrosion. The maximum elastic modulus of T-test specimens is found to be 

around 25% less than that of H-test specimens. Maximum corrosion penetration rate of T-

test specimens is found to be more than double that for the H-test specimens. These 

observations reveal that performance of the commonly used T-aggregate is significantly 

less than that of H-aggregate both in case of strength as well as durability.      

4.4.2 Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of the Test Results 

a)  ANOVA and Regression Models for Compressive Strength ( '

cf )  

   The results of ANOVA for compressive strength of H and T mixtures are presented in 

Table 4.9 and Table 4.10 while the relationships between the experimental and fitted data 

are shown in Figure 4.2 and 4.3 respectively. 

   A response variable (dependent variables) has significant contribution to its predictor 

(independent variable) if the equivalent level of variable significance designated P-values 

is less than 0.05 (95% confidence level). The P-value is obtained from Fisher’s distribution 

table which depends on error degree of freedom (df) and the ratio of predictor variables 

and error (residual) mean squares. Table 4.9, shows that the w/cm (Rw/cm) and fine to total 

aggregate ratio (RFA/TA) make significant contributions as their levels of significance, P-

values, are less than 0.05. Therefore, these two significant variables are considered for 

obtaining the regression model for compressive strength, fc'.  

   Although the effect of cementitious materials content (QC) on compressive strength is 

found to be insignificant because it varies within a close range of 350 to 400 kg/m
3
, yet it is 
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considered in the regression analysis as cement remains an indispensable material in 

concrete production. 

 

            Table 4.9: ANOVA for compressive strength of H-test specimens. 

 

Factors Type Level Scale values 

Qc Fixed 3 0.875 0.938 1.000 

Rw/cm Fixed 3 0.792 0.896 1.000 

RFATA Fixed 3 0.778 0.889 1.000 

Source DF Seq SS Adj MS F P Comment 

Qc 2 39.672 19.380 1.990 0.199 No 

Rw/cm 2 464.501 232.250 23.260 0.000 Yes 

RFATA 2 135.281 67.640 6.770 0.019 Yes 

Qc*Rw/cm 4 23.686 5.921 0.590 0.678 No 

Qc*RFA/TA 4 4.993 1.248 0.120 0.969 No 

Rw/cm*RFA/TA 4 22.437 5.609 0.560 0.697 No 

Error 8 79.890 9.986    

Total 26 770.456     

 

 

            Table 4.10: ANOVA for compressive strength of T-test specimens. 

 

Factors Type Level Scale values 

QC Fixed 3.000 0.875 0.938 1.000 

Rw/cm Fixed 3.000 0.808 0.904 1.000 

RFA/TA Fixed 3.000 0.778 0.889 1.000 

Source DF Seq SS Adj MS F P Comment 

QC 2 4.869 2.434 1.750 0.235 No 

Rw/cm 2 59.362 29.681 213.000 0.001 Yes 

RFA/TA 2 271.280 135.640 97.400 0.000 Yes 

QC * Rw/cm 4 51.362 12.841 9.220 0.004 Yes 

QC * RFA/TA 4 10.338 2.584 1.860 0.212 No 

Rw/cm * RFA/TA 4 20.911 5.228 3.750 0.053 No 

Error 8 11.144 1.393    

Total 26 429.3     
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   The regression model equations for compressive strength of H-test specimens are 

presented as follows:  

Model generated in terms of scaled variables 

(R
2
=0.80): 0.119

/ /61 24 22 50 19 87 166 79'

c C w cm FA TAf = . . Q .  Exp(R )+ . R                           ...(4.1)
 

Model generated in terms of actual (un-scaled) variables (R
2 
=0.80): 

0.119

/ /61 24 0 056 19 87 2.083 183 45'

c C w cm FA TAf = . .  Q . Exp( R )+ . R                         ... (4.2) 

 

   The ANOVA for compressive strength '

cf  for T-test specimens presented in Table 4.10, 

shows that the w/cm (Rw/cm), fine to total aggregate ratio (RFA/TA) and the interaction of 

cementitious materials content (QC) with water-cementitious material ratio (Rw/cm) have a 

significant effect on '

cf  as their P-values are less than 0.05. Thus, these significant 

individual and interactive variables were considered in the regression model for 

compressive strength '

cf . As in the case of H-test specimens, cementitious materials content 

(QC) is insignificant in the case of T-test specimens, also but it is considered in the 

regression analysis. The regression model equations for compressive strength of T-test 

specimens are presented as follows: 

Model generated in terms of scaled variables (R
2
=0.84): 

0.1766 1.3951

/ / /339.12 157.67 61.43 ( ) 178.34 139.14'

c C w cm FA TA C w cmf = + Q Exp R R (Q R )       ...(4.3)          

 

Model generated in terms of actual (un-scaled) variables (R
2
=0.84): 

0.17663 1.3951

/ / /339.12 0.39 61.43 (1.923 ) 205.37 0.08'

c C w cm FA TA C w cmf = + Q Exp R R (Q R )      ... (4.4)    
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    Figure 4.2:  Correlation graph of compressive strength  '

cf   for H-test specimen 

(Experimental data vs. model  data).  
                                                        

 

Figure 4.3:  Correlation graph of compressive strength  '

cf   for T-test specimens.   

(Experimental data vs. model  data).  
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   b)  ANOVA and Regression Models for Elastic Modulus (
CE )  

   The results of ANOVA for elastic modulus of H and T Mixtures are presented in Table 

4.11 and Table 4.12, respectively while the relationship between the experimental and 

fitted data are shown in Figure 4.4 and 4.5 respectively. 

                    Table 4.11:  ANOVA for elastic modulus of H-test specimens. 

 

Factors Type Level Scale values 

QC Fixed 3.000 0.875 0.938 1.000 

Rw/cm Fixed 3.000 0.792 0.896 1.000 

RFA/TA Fixed 3.000 0.778 0.889 1.000 

Source DF Seq SS Adj MS F P Comment 

QC 2 25.956 12.978 2.340 0.158 No 

Rw/cm 2 206.614 103.307 18.700 0.001 Yes 

RFA/TA 2 85.745 42.873 7.750 0.013 Yes 

QC*Rw/cm 4 10.706 2.676 0.480 0.748 No 

QC*RFA/TA 4 22.095 5.524 1.000 0.462 No 

Rw/cm*RFA/TA 4 11.277 2.819 0.510 0.731 No 

Error 8 44.276 5.535    

Total 26 406.670     

 

  Table 4.12: ANOVA for elastic modulus of T-test specimens. 

 

Factors Type Level Scale values 

QC Fixed 3.000 0.875 0.938 1.000 

Rw/cm Fixed 3.000 0.808 0.904 1.000 

RFA/TA Fixed 3.000 0.778 0.889 1.000 

Source DF Seq SS Adj MS F P Comment 

QC 2 19.97 9.985 2.39 0.154 No 

Rw/cm 2 42.829 21.415 5.12 0.037 Yes 

RFA/TA 2 226.479 113.239 27.1 0 Yes 

QC*Rw/cm 4 63.775 15.944 3.81 0.051 No 

QC*RFA/TA 4 30.587 7.647 1.83 0.217 No 

Rw/cm*RFA/TA 4 12.141 3.035 0.73 0.599 No 

Error 8 33.476 4.185    

Total 26 429.261     
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   From Table 4.11, it can be seen that the w/cm (Rw/cm) and fine to total aggregate ratio 

(RFA/TA) are variables which significantly contribute to elastic modulus, and therefore these 

variables are considered in the regression analysis. Although, cementitious materials 

content (QC) is found to be insignificant, because of its close range of variation, it is also 

considered in the regression analysis. The regression model equations for elastic modulus 

of H-test specimens are presented as follows: 

Model generated in terms of scaled variables (R
2
=0.71): 

 
0.106

/ /49.10 19.19 13.23 ( ) 133.86c C w cm FA TAE Q Exp R R                                                 ...(4.5) 

 

Model generated in terms of actual (un-scaled) variables (R
2
=0.71): 

 
0.106

/ /49.10 0.0048 13.23 (2.083 ) 145.68c C w cm FA TAE Q Exp R R                                      ...(4.6) 

                                                                                                 

   The ANOVA for elastic modulus of T-test specimens, presented in Table 4.12 shows that 

the variables significantly affecting elastic modulus of T-test specimens are the same as 

those of H-test specimens. However, the interactive effect of cementitious materials 

content (QC) and water-cementitious material ratio (Rw/cm) may also be considered 

marginally. For regression analysis of elastic modulus of T-test specimens, QC, Rw/cm, RFA/TA, 

and QC Rw/cm are considered as independent variables. The model regression equations for 

elastic modulus of T-test specimens are presented as follows: 

Model generated in terms of scaled variables (R
2
 = 0.72): 

 
0 1768

/ / /330.77 71 27 83 74 161 78 229 08.

c C w cm FA TA C w cmE . Exp (Q )+ .  Exp(R )+ . R . Q R                                                          

...(4.7) 

  Model generated in terms of actual (un-scaled) variables (R
2
 = 0.72): 

0.1768

/ / /330 77 71.27 (0.0025 ) 83.74 (1.932 ) 186.30 1.10c C w cm FA TA C w cmE . Exp Q + Exp R + R Q R   

                                                                                                                         ... (4.8) 
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 Figure 4.4:  Correlation graph of  elastic modulus  Ec for H-test specimens  

                   (Experimental  data vs. model  data). 
                                                                                         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5:  Correlation graph of elastic modulus Ec  for T-test specimens 

                   (Experimental data vs. model  data). 
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4.4.3  ANOVA and Regression Models for Corrosion Penetration Rate (
rP )  

   The results of ANOVA for corrosion penetration rate of H and T Mixtures are presented 

in Table 4.13 and Table 4.14 while the relationships between the fitted and experimental 

data are shown in Figure 4.6 and 4.7 respectively. 

   From ANOVA analysis for corrosion penetration rate (Table 4.13) of H-test specimens, it 

can be observed that all the individual variables (QC, Rw/cm, RFA/TA, TCV, and CCHL) were 

found with significant effects on corrosion penetration rate (Pr). Out of ten interactive 

variables, five were found with significant effect on corrosion penetration rate, but the 

other five including QCRFA/TA, QCTCV, QCCCHL, RFA/TACCHL, and RFA/TACCHL were found to be 

insignificant. Accordingly, QC, Rw/cm, RFA/TA, TCV, CCHL, QC Rw/cm, Rw/cm RFA/TA, Rw/cm TCV, Rw/cm 

CCHL, and TCVCCHL were considered for regression analysis of corrosion penetration rate Pr.    

The regression models for corrosion penetration rate of H-test specimens are as follows: 

Model generated in terms of scaled variables (R
2
=0.92): 

 

)(82.5)76.0(25.8)(25.96

)(37.14)(65.149)14.4(19.0

147.6107.3)442.1(68.04.13831.38

//

///

341.16076.3

//

CHLCVCHLcmwCVcmw

TAFAcmwcmwCCHL

CVTAFAcmwCr

CTCRExpTR

RRRQCExp

TRRExpQP







              ...(4.9) 

Model generated in terms of actual (un-scaled) variables (R
2
=0.92): 

)(97.0)20.13(25.8)(01.4

)(54.66)(78.0)53.34(19.0

32.068.54)01.3(68.035.031.38

//

///

341.16076.3

//

CHLCVCHLcmwCVcmw

TAFAcmwcmwCCHL

CVTAFAcmwCr

CTCRExpTR

RRRQCExp

TRRExpQP







              ...(4.10) 
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Table 4.13: ANOVA for corrosion penetration rate of H-test specimens. 

 

Factors Type Level Scale values 

QC Fixed 3 0.875 0.938 1.000 

Rw/cm Fixed 3 0.792 0.896 1.000 

RFATA Fixed 3 0.778 0.889 1.000 

TCV Fixed 3 0.500 0.750 1.000 

CCHL Fixed 3 0.250 0.583 1.000 

Source DF Seq SS Adj MS F P Comment 

QC 2 56.370 28.180 14.040 0.000 Yes 

Rw/cm 2 6795.210 3397.610 1692.420 0.000 Yes 

RFATA 2 42.340 21.170 10.550 0.000 Yes 

TCV 2 2570.940 1285.470 640.320 0.000 Yes 

CCHL 2 470.330 235.170 117.140 0.000 Yes 

QC * Rw/cm 4 118.830 29.710 14.800 0.000 Yes 

QC * RFATA 4 11.200 2.800 1.390 0.237 No 

QC * TCV 4 11.130 2.780 1.390 0.240 No 

QC * CCHL 4 19.270 4.820 2.400 0.051 No 

Rw/cm *RFATA 4 52.380 13.100 6.520 0.000 Yes 

Rw/cm * TCV 4 837.470 209.370 104.290 0.000 Yes 

Rw/cm * CCHL 4 28.600 7.150 3.560 0.008 Yes 

RFATA * TCV 4 3.650 0.910 0.450 0.769 No 

RFATA * CCHL 4 3.650 0.910 0.450 0.769 No 

TCV *CCHL 4 76.550 19.140 9.530 0.000  Yes 

Error 192 385.450 2.010    

Total 242 11483.380     
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Table 4.14:  ANOVA for corrosion penetration rate of T-test specimens. 

 

Factors Type Level Scale values 

QC Fixed 3 0.875 0.938 1.000 

Rw/cm Fixed 3 0.808 0.904 1.000 

RFATA Fixed 3 0.778 0.889 1.000 

TCV Fixed 3 0.500 0.750 1.000 

CCHL Fixed 3 0.250 0.583 1.000 

Source DF Seq SS Adj MS F P Comment 

QC 2 3976.500 1988.200 119.090 0.000 Yes 

Rw/cm 2 42731.200 21365.600 2139.430 0.000 Yes 

RFATA 2 366.300 183.200 18.340 0.000 Yes 

TCV 2 10995.500 5497.800 550.510 0.000 Yes 

CCHL 2 139.600 69.800 6.990 0.001 Yes 

QC * Rw/cm 4 1156.000 289.000 28.940 0.000 Yes 

QC * RFATA 4 14.300 3.600 0.360 0.839 No 

QC * TCV 4 312.100 78.000 7.810 0.000 Yes 

QC * CCHL 4 32.700 8.200 0.820 0.515 No 

Rw/cm *RFATA 4 107.100 26.800 2.680 0.033 Yes 

Rw/cm * TCV 4 3785.400 946.400 94.760 0.000 Yes 

Rw/cm * CCHL 4 77.100 19.300 1.930 0.107 No 

RFATA * TCV 4 23.700 5.900 0.590 0.668 No 

RFATA * CCHL 4 38.800 9.700 0.970 0.425 No 

TCV *CCHL 4 99.200 24.800 2.480 0.045 Yes 

Error 192 1917.400 10.000    

Total 242 65772.900     
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Figure 4.6:  Correlation graph of corrosion penetration rate Pr for H-test specimens 

(Experimental data vs. model  data).  

     

   

   From Table 4.14 for corrosion penetration rate of T-test specimens, it can be observed 

that like the case of H-test specimens all the individual variables (QC, Rw/cm, RFA/TA, TCV, and 

CCHL) were found with significant effects on corrosion penetration rate (Pr). Out of ten 

interactive variables, five were found with significant effect on corrosion penetration rate 

and rest five including QCRFA/TA, QCCCHL, Rw/cmCCHL, RFA/TATCV, and RFA/TACCHL were found to 

be insignificant. Accordingly, QC, Rw/cm, RFA/TA, TCV, and CCHL, QC Rw/cm, QCTCV, Rw/cm RFA/TA, 

Rw/cmTCV, and TCVCCHL were considered for regression analysis of corrosion penetration rate 

(Pr). The results of the regression model equation for the corrosion penetration rate of T-

test specimens are presented as follows:  
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Model generated in terms of scaled variables (R
2
=0.93): 

 

)(890.4)(731.59)(75.20

40.6372.226)30.7(81.13

15.957.4)046.1(38.460.17335.71

271.2

/
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/
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           ...(4.11)  

 

 

Model generated in terms of actual (un-scaled) variables (R
2
=0.93): 

 

)(82.0)(037.0)(65.57
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            ... (4.12) 

 

                                                                                                                                                                           

 

 Figure 4.7: Correlation graph of corrosion penetration rate Pr for T-test                                   

specimens (Experimental data vs. model  data). 
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4.5 EFFECT OF AGGREGATE QUALITY FACTOR ON STRENGTH 

For comparing the effect of quality of H-type and T-type aggregates on strength, the 

compressive strengths of concrete belonging to both types of aggregate were calculated by 

using the respective models listed previously (namely: Eq. 4.1 and Eq. 4.3) corresponding 

to water to cementitious materials ratio, Rw/cm of 0.40, 0.45, and 0.50 at various 

combinations of cementitious materials contents, QC and fine-to-total aggregate ratios, 

RFA/TA. Calculated values of compressive strength were divided into nine groups, and 

'

cf versus Rw/cm curves were plotted for both types of aggregates, as shown in Fig. 4.8 

through 4.16. 

 
 

Figure 4.8: Compressive strength relatioship between H-test specimen and T-test 

specimens at RFA/TA= 0.35 and QC= 350 kg/m
3
. 
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Figure 4.9: Compressive strength relationship between H-test specimens and T-test 

specimens at RFA/TA= 0.35 and QC = 375 kg/m
3
. 

 

 

Figure 4.10: Compressive strength relationship between H-test specimens and T- test   

specimens at RFA/TA= 0.35  and QC = 400 kg/m
3
. 
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Figure 4.11: Compressive strength relationship between H-test specimens and T-test 

specimens at RFA/TA= 0.4 and QC= 350 kg/m
3
. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.12: Compressive strength relationship between H-test specimens and T-test 

specimens at RFA/TA = 0.40 and QC = 375 kg/m
3
. 
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Figure 4.13: Compressive strength relationship between H-test specimens and T-test     

specimens at RFA/TA= 0.4  and CCHL= 400 kg/m
3
. 

 

 

Figure 4.14: Compressive strength relationship between H-test specimens and T-test 

specimens at RFA/TA=0.45  and CCHL= 350 kg/m
3
.
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Figure 4.15: Compressive strength relationship between H-test specimens and T-test 

specimens at RFA/TA=0.45  and CCHL= 375 kg/m
3
.
 

 

    

                                
Figure 4.16: Compressive strength relationship between H-test specimens and T-test 

specimens at RFA/TA=0.45  and CCHL= 400 kg/m
3
.
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  The following points may be noted from Figures 4.8 through 4.16: 

 

 For a given Rw/cm, QC, and RFA/TA, the compressive strength of concrete by using H-

aggregate is higher than that of concrete with T-aggregate (i.e., concrete produced 

with H-aggregate performed better than that by using T-aggregate). 

 Effect of w/cm ratio (Rw/cm) on compressive strength for concrete by using T-

aggregate is insignificant at lower cementitious materials content but with increase 

in cement content the effect of w/cm on compressive strength increases 

 The effect of quality of aggregate is more at lower w/cm (i.e. the difference of 

compressive strengths of concretes made by using two types of aggregates is more 

at lower w/cm than that at higher w/cm). 

 With an increase in the fine to total aggregate ratio (i.e., decrease in the coarse 

aggregate content), the compressive strength of concrete by using T-aggregate 

increases.  

4.6 EFFECT OF AGGREGATE QUALITY FACTOR ON REBAR CORROSION 

   For comparing the effect of quality of H and T aggregates on reinforcement corrosion, 

the corrosion penetration rates of rebar in concrete belonging to both types of aggregate 

were calculated by using the respective models (Eq. 4.9 and Eq. 4.11) corresponding to 

w/cm ratio, Rw/cm of 0.40, 0.45, and 0.50 at various combinations of cementitious materials 

contents, QC and fine to total aggregate ratios, RFA/TA. Calculated values of corrosion 

penetration rate were divided into nine groups, and Pr versus Rw/cm curves were plotted for 

both types of aggregates, as shown in Fig. 4.17 through 4.25. 
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Figure 4.17: Corrosion penetration rate for H-test specimens and T-test specimens at 

QC=350 kg/m
3
  RFA/TA =0.35, CCHL=3 % and TCV=25 mm. 

 

 

Figure 4.18: Corrosion penetration rate for H-test specimens and T-test specimens at 

QC=375 kg/m
3
  RFA/TA =0.35, CCHL=3 % and TCV=25 mm. 
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Figure 4.19: Corrosion penetration rate for H-test specimens and T-test specimens at 

QC=400 kg/m
3
  RFA/TA =0.35, CCHL=3 % and TCV=25 mm. 

 

 

Figure 4.20: Corrosion penetration rate for H-test specimens and T-test specimens at  

                    QC =350 kg/m3, RFA/TA =0.40, CCHL=3 % and TCV = 25 mm. 
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Figure 4.21: Corrosion penetration rate for H-test specimens and T-test specimens at  

                    QC =375 kg/m
3
,  RFA/TA =0.40, CCHL=3 % and TCV =25 mm. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.22: Corrosion penetration rate for H-test specimens and T-test specimens at 

                     QC = 400 kg/m
3
 ,RFA/TA = 0.40, CCHL= 3 % and TCV = 25 mm. 
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Figure 4.23: Corrosion penetration rate for H-test specimens and T-test specimens  

                      at QC = 350 kg/m
3 
, RFA/TA = 0.45, CCHL= 3 % and TCV= 25 mm. 

 

 

Figure 4.24: Corrosion penetration rate for H-test specimens and T-test specimens  

                     at QC = 375 kg/m
3
 , RFA/TA =  0.45, CCHL= 3 % and TCV= 25 mm. 
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Figure 4.25: Corrosion penetration rate for H-test specimens and T-test specimens at  

                      QC = 400  kg/m
3
 , RFA/TA =0.45, CCHL=3 % and TCV= 25 mm. 

 

 

 

A close inspection of Figs. 4.17 through 4.25 indicates the following points: 

 

 For a given Rw/cm, QC, and RFA/TA, the corrosion penetration rate in concrete with 

H-aggregate is lower than that with T-aggregate (i.e., concrete produced with H-

aggregate performed better than that with T-aggregate). 

 For both types of aggregates (namely: T-type and H-type), the corrosion penetration 

rate increases linearly with the Rw/cm. 

 Effect of w/cm (Rw/cm) on corrosion penetration rate for concrete with T-aggregate 

is lower at lower QC and vice versa. 

 Effect of quality of aggregate is greater at higher Rw/cm (i.e. the difference between 

corrosion penetration rate of rebar in concretes made by using two types of 

aggregates is lesser at lower  Rw/cm  than that at higher values). 
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4.7  SUMMARY AND UTILIZATION OF REGRESSION MODELS 

   The models for strength, elastic modulus, and corrosion penetration rate obtained through 

ANOVA (using MINITAB) and regression analysis (using Microsoft Excel Solver) of the 

experimental data generated in the present study for both H-type and T-type aggregates are 

summarized in Table 4.15. 
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    Table 4.15: Models obtained for compressive strength, elastic modulus and corrosion   penetration rate. 

where: 

QC = cementitious materials content in kg/m
3
,  

Rw/cm = water-cementitious material ratio (by mass),  

RFA/TA = Fine to total aggregate ratio (by mass),  

TCV = Cover thickness (mm), and  

CCHL = Percentage chloride concentration (decimal). 

 Models obtained for concrete using H-type aggregate Models obtained for concrete using T-type aggregate 

 

'

cf  

Compressive strength model: 
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The developed models were utilized to determine optimal values of mixture parameters 

and cover thickness at a given chloride exposure corresponding to a maximum compressive 

strength and minimum reinforcement corrosion penetration rate. For this purpose, Microsoft 

Excel Solver was used in the procedures explained as follows: 

1. Maximize the compressive strength and get the corresponding values of mixture 

parameters, cover thickness, and corrosion penetration rate; 

2. Minimize the corrosion penetration rate, and get the corresponding values of 

mixture parameters, cover thickness, and compressive strength; 

3. Optimize compressive strength and corrosion penetration rate simultaneously, 

and get the corresponding values of mixture parameters and cover thickness; 

4. Finally, choose the optimal value out of the above three options 

   The optimization of compressive strength and corrosion penetration rate, by using the 

developed models and the approach outlined above, is shown separately for H and T 

aggregates in Tables 4.16 and 4.17 respectively. The optimization results obtained in Tables 

4.16 and 4.17 are utilized for optimal design of RC beams and columns in Chapter 5. 
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Table 4.16: Optimization of compressive strength and corrosion penetration rate for 

concrete with H-aggregate at 3% chloride exposure. 

 

Optimization option 
'

cf  

(MPa) 

Pr 

(µm/y) 

QC 

(kg/m
3
) 

RW/CM 

(by mass) 

RFA/TA 

(by mass) 

TCV 

(mm) 

I. Maximize 

compressive strength 
42.00 6.09 350 0.38 0.45 50.00 

II. Minimize corrosion 

penetration rate 
39.21 3.04 400 0.38 0.45 38.00 

III. Simultaneous 

optimization of strength 

and corrosion rate 

39.20 3.01 400 0.38 0.45 40.32 

Finally selected 

optimization option: III 
39.20 3.01 400 0.38 0.45 40.32 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.17: Optimization of compressive strength and corrosion penetration rate for                  

concrete with T-aggregate at 3% chloride exposure.  

 

Optimization option 
'

cf  

(MPa) 

Pr 

(µm/y) 

QC 

(kg/m
3
) 

RW/CM 

(by mass) 

RFA/TA 

(by mass) 

TCV 

(mm) 

I. Maximize 

compressive strength 
31.38 17.51 400 0.42 0.45 50.00 

II. Minimize corrosion 

penetration rate 
21.49 5.70 350 0.42 0.32 50.00 

III. Simultaneous 

optimization of strength 

and corrosion rate 

24.94 6.93 350 0.42 0.39 50.00 

Finally selected 

optimization option: III 
24.94 6.93 350 0.42 0.39 50.00 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

 

OPTIMAL DESIGN OF REINFORCED CONCRETE 

         BEAM AND COLUMN 

 

5.1  INTRODUCTION     

   The regression models developed and listed in chapter 4 obtained for strength, 

elastic modulus and reinforcement corrosion penetration rate may be utilized in the 

optimal design of reinforced concrete members. The cost of a reinforced concrete 

member can be minimized through optimization at two levels as explained next.     

      Table 4.15 gives the appropriate regression models which can be optimized to 

obtain optimum values for strength, elastic modulus and corrosion penetration rate. In 

the first level of optimization, optimum levels of cementitious materials content (QC), 

w/cm  ratio (Rw/cm), fine to total aggregate ratio (RFA/TA), and cover thickness (TCV) can 

be determined for a given chloride concentration (CCHL) corresponding to maximum 

compressive strength ( '

cf ), maximum elastic modulus (Ec), and minimum 

reinforcement corrosion penetration rate (Pr). The loss of concrete and steel over 

design service-life can be predicted by using the optimum values of '

cf  and Pr, and 

other durability parameters as was explained in Chapter 3.  
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    In the second level of optimization, a cross-section of the reinforced concrete 

member can be optimized corresponding to the minimum overall cost in view of the 

first level optimum values of '

cf ,  Ec, and Pr. The predicted values of losses in concrete 

and steel can be determined from the Cr (concrete loss rate) and  the optimized Pr 

respectively. The details are outlined in Figure 5.1. 
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No 

Figure 5.1: Flow chart for structural design of RC members with durability consideration. 

Optimal Design of RC members 

No 

Yes 

Input the material parameters-independents 

variables and constants 

Formulate the objective functions, constraints for 

material parameters optimization 

Optimize material parameters 

Are the experimental 

design constraints satisfied?  

 

 

 ( 

Optimized values of  Rw/cm, QC, RFA/TA, TCV 

          fc', Pr, Ec 

Calculate concrete loss rate, )climate,,( ' dayscuringfC cr  

Perform the optimal design of RC section ACI 318 

to obtain effective steel area and member geometry 

to satisfied specified limit states. 

Formulate the cost objective functions and optimize 

the design results 

Optimize the member total cost 

Constraints 

satisfied? 

 

 

 ( 

Optimized total cost 
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5.2  OBJECTIVE FUNCTION, DECISION VARIABLES AND CONSTRAINTS 

5.2.1   Objective Function 

   The overall cost of the member including costs of concrete, steel, and formworks is set as 

an objective function, given by Eq. 5.1 as follows:  

  formworkfsteelssconcretecon xACxVCxVCxF )()()()(                                               ... (5.1a) 

  or expressed simply as: 

tftstcon CCCxF )(                                                                                                ... (5.1b) 

where: 

F(x) = objective function expressing the overall cost of the reinforced concrete member 

Ccon = unit cost of concrete per unit volume 

V(x) concrete = volume of concrete for given values of decision variables (x) 

ρs = density of steel 

Cs = unit cost of steel per unit mass 

V(x) steel = volume of steel for given values of decision variables (x) 

Cf = unit cost of formwork per unit surface area of the reinforced concrete member 

A(x) formwork = surface area of the member for given values of decision variables (x) 

Cts= total cost of steel 

Ctcon= total cost of concrete 

Ctf  = total Cost of formwork 
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  The objective function, as given by Eq. 5.1, is used to minimize the overall cost to 

achieve the optimal durable design for the reinforced concrete member under 

consideration. 

5.2.2  Decision Variables 

   In optimization, the parameters, which if they significantly change the value of the 

objective function are considered as decision variables. For reinforced concrete members 

such as beams and columns, a change in width and depth of section will change the volume 

of concrete, volume of steel, and area of the formworks, and therefore the overall cost of 

the member. Thus, in the geometry of the cross-section of the reinforced concrete member, 

the defining width and depth, ( ob  and oh ), may be considered as the decision variables. If 

x  is the vector containing the decision variables then:  

                                ],[ oo hbx                                                                                       ...(5.2) 

If the geometry of the reinforced concrete member is fixed for any reasons the percentage 

of steel (  ) may be considered as a decision variable within its minimum and maximum 

limits, as specified by the ACI code [103] for strength and durability requirements. 

5.2.3  Constraints 

   Constraints are the restrictions that must be satisfied for ensuring the acceptability of the 

optimal solutions obtained through objective functions. For optimal design of a reinforced 

concrete member, the constraints may be considered as the restrictions on minimum and 

maximum values of geometric dimensions of the cross-section from practical 
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considerations (practical range of the variation of percentage of steel in a reinforced 

concrete section, maximum limits of deflection, etc). 

5.3  OPTIMAL DESIGN OF RC BEAMS  

5.3.1  Objective Function  

   For a typical reinforced concrete beam, as shown in Figure 5.2, the objective function is 

formulated to include the cost of concrete, steel and formwork, as given by Eq. 5.3: 

 

Figure 5.2: Geometric and reinforcement layout of a typical beam. 
 

faoossrrshsconaoo CLhbChb
s

L
ALACLhbxF )2())(1(2)( ' 









                   ...(5.3) 

where: 

bo = width of beam 

ho = depth of beam 

br=  width of shear stirrups  

hr= depth of shear stirrups  

l' = adjacent column thickness 

L= clear span of the beam 

cv = cover to the reinforcement 
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l = effective span of the beam= L+ l' 

L' = effective span  of the longitudinal reinforcement= L+2(l'- cv)+2c 

s = spacing of shear stirrups 

c = Longitudinal reinforcement anchorage length  

L' = effective span of the longitudinal reinforcement= L+2(l'- cv)+2c 

As = cross-sectional area of main steel bars 

Ash = cross-sectional area of one two-legged shear stirrup 

ρsteel = density of steel =7.85g/cm
3
 

Cs = unit cost of the steel per tonnage 

Ccon = unit cost of the concrete per volume 

Cf  = unit cost of the formwork per area. 

5.3.2  Constraints 

   Considering the stress-strain diagram as shown in Figure 5.3, the following constraints 

can be set for optimizing the objective function given by Eq. 5.3 for optimum design of a 

reinforced concrete member: 
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             Figure 5.3: Stress-strain diagram of a typical beam.  

 

 

 

a) Geometry Constraints 

   Typical constraints on geometry are: (i) the minimum and maximum acceptable widths 

as 200 mm and 250 mm (8-in and 10-in), respectively; (ii) the minimum and maximum 

acceptable depths as: 300 mm and 625 mm (12-in and 25-in), respectively; (iii) the depth 

to width ratio in the range of 1 to 3.5; and (iv)  the span to depth ratio to be less than or 

equal to 30. The constraints pertaining to beam geometry can be expressed in mathematical 

inequality form, as given by Eq. 5.4 through 5.7. These constraints are specified for 

practicality and serviceability reasons. 

Width constraints 

0
8

1  ob
                                                                                                   ...(5.4a)  

01
10

ob
                                                                                                   ...(5.4b)  
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Depth constraints 

0
12

1  oh
                                                                                                   ...(5.5a)  

01
25

oh
                                                                                                  ...(5.5b)  

 

Depth-to-width constraints 

01 
o

o

b

h
                                                                                                   ...(5.6a)  

01
5.3


o

o

b

h
                                                                                              ...(5.6b)  

Span-to-depth ratio constraints 

       01
30


oh

l
                                                                                               …(5.7) 

b)  Shear Force Constraints  

   These constraints are specified for practicality and serviceability considerations. The 

combined maximum shear VR includes the strength provided by concrete Vc and the 

strength provided by stirrups Vs . Thus,  

scR VVV           (ACI 11.3.1.1)                                                                               …(5.8a) 

'''

''

''' 82 c

ysh

cR fdb
s

dfA
fdbV                                                                           …(5.8b) 

where: 

 'b  = residual width of beam after allowing for the loss of concrete due to deterioration  

       = 0 2b c  , where c  is the loss of concrete from one side 
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'd = residual effective depth of beam after allowing for the loss of concrete due to 

deterioration  ccvho  2  

'

shA = residual cross-sectional area of one two-legged vertical shear stir = ' 22 ( )
4

sh


  

'

sh  = residual diameter of shear stirrup = sh sh   

 original diameter of shear stirrupsh   

 loss of diameter of shear stirrup due to corrosion 2  sh r corrPt   (with tcorr being the time 

of corrosion propagation) . 

The maximum shear force at the support, Vsd, due to load on a simply-supported beam as 

an example is given as: 

ausd lwV 5.0                                                                                                                …(5.9) 

where: wu is the factored load and La is the span of the beam 

Vsd should not exceed Eq. 5.8b. The constraints for shear may be set as given by Eq. 5.10: 

01
)(


R

ijsd

V

V
   (ACI318 Sec.11.1 )                                                                            ...(5.10)      

    

c) Bending Moment Constraints 

For illustration purposes, a case-study of a simply-supported beam having span, la and a 

factored load wu, the design moment is given by Eq. 5.11:  

8

2

max

aulw
M                                                                                                               …(5.11) 

For an assumed geometry (i.e. b and d) and given strength of concrete ( '

cf ), the ultimate 

allowable moment can be determined by using Eq. 5.12, as follows: 
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)
2

(85.0 ''' a
dfabM cu                                                       …(5.12) 

where: a = depth of the stress block 











sc

cd



75.0  

 = flexural factor = 0.85  

s

 maximum strain in concrete = 0.003

 maxmium strain in steel = 

 elastic modulus of steel

cu

y

s

s

f

E

E











 

   The factor “0.75” in the expression for the depth of the stress block a  is used to ensure 

that the section is designed as an under-reinforced section to satisfy the design ductility 

requirements. If Mmax ≤ Mu, the beam will be designed as a singly-reinforced section and if 

Mmax > Mu, it will be re-designed by either increasing the depth or by using doubly-

reinforced section design. The maximum moment of resistance of a singly-reinforced beam 

is given by Eq. 5.13 [103]: 

 













''

'

''

7.1 df

fA
dfAM

c

ys

ysres                                                          …(5.13) 

MacGregor [144] gave the maximum moment of resistance of a singly-reinforced beam as 

Eq. (5.14). 

2'''

3

1
dbfM cres                                                                                                …(5.14) 

01max 
resM

M
                                                                 …(5.15) 

If the beam is designed as singly-reinforced section, the area of reinforcement can be 

calculated by using Eq. 5.16, as follows: 
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' 85.0
                                           …(5.16) 

If the beam is designed as doubly-reinforced section, the area of reinforcement can be 

calculated by using Eq. 5.17, as follows: 

     '''

sss AAA                                                                            ...(5.17) 

where: 

'

sA = cross-sectional area of tension reinforcement. 

''

sA = is the cross-sectional area of compression reinforcement 

The expression for '

sA  and ''

sA   are given by Eqs. 5.18 and 5.19,  respectively. 
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A '                                                           ... (5.18) 
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                                                        ... (5.19) 

where  cC  is the force in concrete in compression as defined in Figure 5.3. 

 

d) Percentage of Steel Constraints 

According to the American Concrete Institution (ACI) design specification [103], the 

minimum min  and maximum steel reinforcement ratio max  required are given as follows 

'

min

3( )200
,

c

y y

f
Max

f f


  
  

  

             (ACI 10.5.1)                                                   ...(5.20) 

'

max

87000
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87000
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y y
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f f
 

  
  

  

      (ACI 10.3.3)                                                         ...(5.21) 
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The required steel reinforcement ratio   should satisfy the following two constraints relations: 

01
min





                                                                                                                      ... (5.22a) 

01
max





                                                                                                                      ... (5.22b)  

e) Deflection constraint 

Consideration of deflection is an important serviceability requirement for a structure. The 

case-study of a simply-supported beam having span as, la with uniformly distributed load 

wu involves the maximum deflection as given by Eq. 5.23: 

    
IE

lw

c

au

384

5 4

lim                                                                                                          …(5.23) 

where: 

Ec = elastic modulus of concrete 

3' '
 moment of inertia of the beam cross-section

12

b h
I      , 0' 2h h c     

 ACI 318 Table 9.5a [103] requires that the deflection of the beam should be expressed as: 

180

al  

Thus, the beam design deflection constraint is expressed in a dimensionless form as: 

01
lim





                                                                                                 ...(5.24) 
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5.4  OPTIMAL DESIGN OF RC COLUMNS 

5.4.1  Objective Function  

The objective function for an axially-loaded column is typically given by Eq. 5.25 

considering overall cost of the column including the cost of concrete, steel and formwork: 

foossooshcscconoo ChbHCcvhcvb
s

H
ALACHhbxF )(2))2()2)((1(2)()()( ' 









                                                                                           

                                                                                                    ...(5.25) 

For square column Eq. 5.25 becomes 

fossoshcsccono CHbCcvb
s

H
ALACHbxF 4)2)(1(4)()()( '2










                     ...(5.26) 

where: 

bo = width of column 

ho = depth of column 

H =  Height of column  

'

cL = total length of longitudinal compression reinforcement 

s = spacing of shear reinforcement 

cv = cover thickness 

Asc = cross-sectional area of longitudinal reinforcement 

Ash = cross-sectional area of one tie  

ρsteel = specific mass of the steel=7.85g/cm
3
  

Cs = cost of steel per tonnage 

Ccon = cost of concrete per unit of volume 

Cf = cost of formwork per unit surface area. 
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5.4.2  Design Constraints  

a)  Geometry Constraints: 

   Typical constraints on an axially loaded column are: (i) the minimum and maximum 

acceptable widths as 150 mm and 500 mm (6-in and 20-in), respectively; (ii) the minimum 

and maximum acceptable depths as 300 mm and 625 mm (12-in and 25-in), respectively; 

and (iii) width should not exceed depth. The constraints pertaining to column geometry can 

be expressed in mathematical inequality form, as given by Eq. 5.27 through 5.29: 

Column width 

  0
6

1  ob
                                                                                               ...(5.27a)  

01
25

ob
                                                                                                ...(5.27b)  

Column depth 

0
15

1  oh
                                                                                                 ...(5.28a)  

01
25

oh
                                                                                                ...(5.28b)  

       01
o

o

h

b
                                                                                                   …(5.29) 

 

b) Strength Constraints 

The ultimate strength of an axially-loaded column (Ru) given by Eq. 5.30: 

ccscyu AfAfR '67.087.0                                                                                            ...(5.30) 

Thus, 
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uu WR                                                                                                                       ...(5.31a) 

'

2''

'

67.087.0
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cy

cu

sc
ff

bfW
A




                                                                                             ...(5.31b) 

where: 

Asc= area of steel 

Ac = area of concrete = ' ' scb h A  

'b = residual width of column after concrete deterioration during propagation time, tcorr 

  = cbo  2  

'h = residual depth of column after concrete deterioration during propagation time, tcorr 

  = cho  2  

Wu =the ultimate imposed load ( 1.2 1.6L DW W  )  

01
u

u

R

W
                                                                                                            ...(5.32) 

Simultaneously, the imposed load of the column should also be set to be less than Euler’s 

critical buckling load, Pe

2

EI
L

 
  

 
, as shown in Eq. 5.33: 

01
e

u

P

W
                                                                                                                    ...(5.33) 

The normal stress which the column can withstand should be limited to a certain value, say 

15 ksi, as shown in Eq. 5.34: 

01
15


oo

u

hb

W
                                                                                                             ...(5.34) 
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The steel area (As) should be limited to a minimum oosc hbA 01.0min  and maximum 

oosc hbA 08.0max  allowed steel area as per the ACI requirement [103] (ACI 318: 10.9.1), 

such that: 

          0
100

1 
oo

sc

hb

A
                                                                                                  ...(5.35a) 

        01
5.12


oo

sc

hb

A
                                                                                                   ...(5.35b) 

 

5.5  METHODOLOGY FOR OPTIMAL DESIGN OF R.C. MEMBERS 

   The following four steps summarize the methodology for durable and optimal design of 

reinforced concrete beams and columns by using the objective functions and constraints 

outlined in sections 5.1 to 5.4. 

Step 1: 

   Determine  the optimum levels of cementitious materials content (QC), w/cm (Rw/cm), fine 

to total aggregate ratio (RFA/TA), and cover thickness (TCV) for a given chloride concentration 

(CCHL) corresponding to maximum compressive strength ( '

cf ), maximum elastic modulus 

(Ec), and minimum reinforcement corrosion penetration rate (Pr) by using their respective 

models given in Table 4.15. 

 

Step 2: 

   Determine  the durability parameters such as chloride diffusion coefficient (Dapp) from 

Eq.2.15, time of corrosion initiation (tp) from Eq. 2.16, time of corrosion propagation (tcorr) 
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from Eq. 2.17, and rate of concrete loss (Cr) from Eq. 2.19 and 2.20 by using the  optimum 

values of QC , Rw/cm and TCV obtained  in step 1. 

 

Step 3: 

   By using the values of tcorr, Cr, and Pr obtained in Step 2, determines the residual 

dimensions of the cross-section (width and depth) of the member by using Eq. 2.21 

through 2.23 and the residual rebar diameter by using Eq. 2.25 through 2.26. In all these 

equations, t will be taken as propagation time tcorr.   

 

Step 4: 

Carry out the optimum design of reinforced concrete members by using the objective 

functions, decision variables, and constraints developed based on the ACI 318 reinforced 

concrete design procedure, and by considering the loss of concrete and steel due to 

deterioration during an assumed design service-life. The above steps are outlined in the 

flow-chart given in Figure 5.1. 
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5.6  CASE STUDY EXAMPLES ON OPTIMAL DESIGN OF RC MEMBERS 

5.6.1  Case study on Optimal Design of a RC Beam 

   A simply supported beam having 20 ft span and subjected to a live load of  960 lb/ft and 

dead load of 702 lb/ft is to be designed for optimal satisfaction of strength durability and 

serviceability requirements. The initially specified design data are as follows: 

i)  Target service-life = 50 years,  and service-life factor, γs = 2 

ii) Aggregate from Dammam source 

iii) Yield strength of steel, fy = 60,000 psi 

iv) Elastic modulus of steel, Es = 29000 ksi 

v)   Chloride (NaCl) exposure concentration, CCHL = 3%     (Cs=1.8%) 

vi) Chloride threshold value, Cth to initiate reinforcement corrosion is 0.4% by cement 

weight 

vii)   Density of steel, ρs=7.85 g/cm
3
 

viii) Unit cost of concrete, Ccon = SR 6.75/ft
3
 

ix) Unit cost of steel, Cs = SR1900/tonnage  

x)    Unit cost of formwork, Cf = SR 3/ft
2
  

 

a) Detailed Solution Methodology and Design Steps 

i) Mixture and Cover Thickness Optimization to Determine
'

,maxcf , ,maxcE , ,minrP : 

The models for '

cf , cE , rP  as given in Table 4.15 for H-aggregate concrete, were used to 

determine the optimum values of cementitious materials content (QC), w/cm (Rw/cm), fine to 

total aggregate ratio (RFA/TA), and cover thickness (TCV) for given chloride concentration 
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(CCHL) of 3%. The optimum results shown in Table 4.16 were obtained by using Microsoft 

Excel Solver optimization codes  and they are as follows: 

QC = 400 kg/m
3 
, Rw/cm = 0.4, RFA/TA = 0.45, TCV = 40.32 mm (1.6125 in.)  

'

,maxcf  = 39.21 MPa (5685 psi) 

,maxcE = 36.36 GPa (5274 ksi) 

,minrP = 3.01 µm/year (0.0001204 in/year) 

 

ii) Determination of Durability Parameters appD , pt , corrt and rC : 

The chloride diffusion coefficient appD was obtained by using Eq. 2.15 which is given as 

follows: 

                    

12

/

12 12 2

[5.73 0.006 1.29]10

[5.73 0.38 0.006 400 1.29]10 1.0674 10 m /s

app w cm CD R Q 

 

  

      
 

By using Eq. 2.16, the corrosion initiation time pt  is determined as:    

2
2

0.5 0.512

1 1 40.32 0.001
14.40 yr

12 12 1.0674 10 3600 365 24 0.4
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By using Eq. 2.17,  the corrosion propagation time corrt  is determined as: 

                  pcorr tlifeDesignt  = 2 50 14.40  = 85.6 year 
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By using Eq. 2.20, the curing coefficient ccur is determined as:    

                   

912.0
)28(log17.085.0

1

)(log17.085.0

1

10

10









d
ccur

        

    The  rate of loss of structurally effective concrete, Cr, is determined by using Eq. 2.19. 

in/yr10259.1 

mm/yr05038.0

21.39

912.010000.

3

3.33.3
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iii) Residual Cross-sectional Dimensions after Deterioration  

The residual cross-sectional dimensions 'b , 'h , 'd , '  and '

sh after deterioration during 

corrt  are obtained as follows: 

By using Eq. 2.21 loss of surface concrete c  is determined as: 

intCc r 1259.010010259.1 3    

By using Eq. 2.22, expression for residual width of the beam 'b  is determined as: 

                 in)2518.0(1259.022'  ooo bbcbb  

By using Eq. 2.23, expression for residual depth of the beam  'h   is determined as: 

                in)2518.0(1259.022'  ooo hhchh  

The expression for residual effective depth of the beam 'd  is determined as: 

                cvhd  ''  
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By using Eq. 2.25, loss diameter of rebar   is determined as: 

              in01030624.06.850001204.0.  corrr tP  

By using Eq. 2.26, residual diameter of main rebars '  is determined as: 

              in)0206124.0(01030624.022'  ooo   

Residual diameter of shear stirrups '

sh  is determined as: 

            in)0206124.0(01030624.022'  shshshsh   

Diameter of tension (main) rebars = 
3

4
in,  

Diameter of compression rebar = 
5

8
in,  

Diameter of two legged vertical stirrups = 
3

8
in,  

Effective areas of one tension rebar ( stacA ) = 2

2

' in4116.00206124.0
4

3

4












stacA  The 

Effective areas of one compression rebar ( '

scacA ) = 2

2

' in2870.00206124.0
8

5

4












scacA  

Area of one leg vertical stirrup  2

2

' in098.00206124.0
8

3

4












shA   

 

iv)  Design Moment and Shear Force: 

Assuming the load factor γL =1.6, γd = 1.2 and a live load of 960 lb/ft and a dead load of 

702 lb/ft, the ultimate design load is: 

 wu=1.2×702+1.6×960 = (842.4+1536) =2378.4 lb/ft,  (ACI 318, Sec. 9.2); 

and the ultimate design moment is: 
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                                    Mu= 0.125wu L
2
 

            Mu= 0.125× (2378.4) ×20
2
= 44655.5 + 76800 = 118.9 ft-kips,  

and the ultimate design shear is: 

                                  
2

u
su

w L
V   

                       
2378 20.33

24.2 kips
2 1000

suV


 


 

 

v) Design for Moment: 

Taking a starting width of beam as 8 inches 

                        inb 7482.7)2518.08('   

The maximum permissible design reinforcement is given by [103] as: 
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       (ACI 318, Sec. 10.3 & 10.5) 
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                 )5.01( mfR yn    

                 psiRn 1060)67.1102.05.01(6000002.0   

                 Mn = Mu/ =(118.9 ft-kips)/0.9 =132.11 ft-kips 

                 ind 89.13
7482.71060

10001211.132' 



  

                )2518.0('  ohh  

       incvdhho 76.152518.06128.189.132518.0)2518.0( ''  , say 16mm 

                           ind 13.146128.12518.016'   

                          Required 
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118567.11
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67.11
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                     0038.0min   

                      028.0max   

              
2''' 08.213.147482.7019.0 indbAst    

Therefore, the actual area of steel to be provided, '

steffA , to account for reinforcement 

corrosion is determined as: 
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              Number of bars required, #  05.5
4116.0

319.2'


ac

st

A

A
, say 6 numbers 
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' 65.2
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4
6 inAsteff 











 

               It is concluded that providing 6 bars of ¾ inch diameter as main reinforcement 

with 3 bars of size 5/8 inch diameter as hanger bars (Asc = 0.92 in
2
). The design is adequate 

for flexure. 

                   Since  min<  <  max 

    Check the design: kipsT 1.159
1000

60000651.2



  

                               in
bf

T
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c

251.4
7482.7568185.0

1.159

85.0 ''



  

     )(M  kips-ft11.132-1.159)25.45.013.14(
12

1.159
)5.0( u

'  kipsftadTMn  

                             Therefore, with nM > Mu, this design is acceptable in flexure. 

vi)  Design for Shear: 

 As per the design specification of ACI 318, Sec 11.3, Eq. 11.3.1.1, 

                
'2 ' 'c cV b d f                                                                                            

kipsVc 03.14
1000

13.147482.75681285.0



  

           kips17.10)03.142.24(Re  csus VVVquired  (ACI Eq. 11-15) 
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                  Provide 41 stirrups @ 6 in spacing until Vsu< 0.5 Vc 
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vii) Check for Deflection: 

    As per ACI 318 Sec 9.5, Table 9.5b specification [103], the limiting deflection is given 

as:            Limiting deflection: 0.68 
360

lim  aL
 

        4
33''

2179
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157482.7
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hb
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2179527350938412
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       Therefore, the design also satisfies the deflection constraint of 01
lim





.           

                                              

viii)     Optimal Design Cost Estimates: 

The total cost of steel in the RC beam is given as: 

         srrshssts C
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L
hbALAC 
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          The total cost of concrete in the RC beam is given as: 
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          The total cost of formwork in the RC beam is given as: 
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       50.5623.2131202.221 SRCostTotal   

5.6.2  Case-Study on Optimal Design of a Axially-Loaded RC Square Column   

   The optimal design of an axially-loaded square column having 12 ft length and subjected 

to a live load of 440.92 kips and dead load of 202.46 kips is presented here based on the 

following given data: 

Target service-life = 50 years,  and service-life factor = 2 

Aggregate from the Taif quarries. 

Yield strength of steel = 60 ksi 

Elastic modulus of steel = 29000 ksi 

Chloride (NaCl) exposure concentration, CCHL = 3% (Cs=1.8%) by cement weight 

Chloride threshold value to initiate reinforcement corrosion, Cth= 0.4% by cement weight 

Density of steel, ρs= 7.85 g/cm
3   

(212 kg/ft
3
) 

Unit cost of concrete = SR 6.75/ft
3
 

Unit cost of steel = SR1.900 /kg  

Unit cost of formwork = SR 3/ft
2
  

 

a) Methodology and Design Steps 

      Based on the design flow-chart shown in Figure 5.1, the steps for optimal design are as 

follows: 

i) Mixture and Cover Thickness Optimization to Determine
'

,maxcf , ,maxcE , ,minrP : 

The models for '

cf , cE , rP  as given in Table 4.15 for T-aggregate concrete were used to 

determine the optimum values of cementitious materials content (QC), w/cm ratio (Rw/cm), 
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fine to total aggregate ratio (RFA/TA), and cover thickness (TCV) for given chloride 

concentration (CCHL) of 3% NaCl. The optimum results from Microsoft Excel Solver are 

given in Table 4.17  as follows: 

QC = 350kg/m
3 
, Rw/cm = 0.4, RFA/TA = 0.39, TCV = 50 mm (2 in.)  

'

,maxcf  = 24.84 MPa (3.602 ksi) 

,maxcE = 23.89 GPa (3464 ksi) 

,minrP = 6.89 µm/year (0.00027555 in/year) 

ii)  Determination of Durability Parameters appD , pt , corrt and rC : 

    The diffusion coefficient, appD , is first obtained by using equation Eq. 2.15 as follows: 

                 

12

/

12 12 2

[5.73 0.006 1.29]10

[5.73 0.42 0.006 350 1.29]10 1.5966 10 m /s

app w cm CD R Q 

 

  

      
 

 By using Eq. 2.16, the corrosion initiation time pt  is determined as:    
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t 80.14 is   time,initiationcorrosion  Therefore   

By using Eq. 2.17, the corrosion propagation time, corrt , is determined as: 

                           pcorr tlifeDesignt  = 80.14502   

                          corrt  85.2 year 
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By using Eq. 2.20, the curing coefficient, ccur, is determined as:    

                             

912.0
)28(log17.085.0

1

)(log17.085.0
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d
ccur

                                          

By using Eq. 2.19 for the rate of loss of structurally effective concrete, Cr, is determined 

as: 

                       

in/yr)100793.9(mm/yr 2264.0

84.24
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iii) Determination of Residual Cross-sectional Dimensions  

The residual cross-section dimension of both concrete and steel are determined by first 

calculating the loss rate. For the concrete, the loss rate is then multiplied by the service-life 

time .The corrosion propagation time corrt  is  used for the steel to obtain the residual or 

effective geometric dimensions such as: 'b , 'h , 'd , '  and '

sh   as follows: 

By using Eq. 2.21, loss of surface concrete c  is determined as: 

                      intCc r 9079.010010176.5 3    

By using Eq. 2.22, expression for residual width of the beam 'b  is determined as: 

                 in)8159.1(5176.022'  ooo bbcbb  

By using Eq. 2.26, loss diameter of rebar   is determined as: 

                 in02348.02.8500027555.0.  corrr tP  
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By using Eq. 2.26, expression for residual diameter of main rebars '   is determined as: 

                in)0470.0(02348.022'  ooo   

Residual diameter of shear stirrups  '

sh  is determined as: 

                      in)0470.0(02348.022'  shshshsh   

Taking the diameter of tension rebars as 
8

11
in, the effective residual areas of one main bar                 

( '

scacA ) is determined as: 

                        2

2

' in3853.10470.0
8

11

4
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iv)   Design Load: 

Assuming the load factors are: γL=1.6, γd=1.2 and live load 440.5 kips and dead load  

 202.5 kips, the ultimate design load is: 

                       1.2 202.46 1.6 440.492 948kipsuW       

v)  Design for Axial Load: 

Taking a starting value of width bo = 15 in, inb 18.138159.115'    

                          
''' 67.087.0 ccyscu fAfAR   

                       ucscyscu WfAbfAR  ''2'' )(67.087.0  

    The required area of compression reinforcement area, Asc' is based on Eqn. 5.31b: 

              
2

2
' 62.10

360267.06000087.0

18.13360267.0948000
inAsc 




 > 0.04bh,  

Hence increase the width, bo = 17 in, inb 18.158159.117'   
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'

2''
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             bhinAsc 04.087.7
360267.06000087.0

18.15360267.0948000 2
2

' 



  

Number of steel bars required 6,68.5
3853.1

87.7
#

'

'

say
A

A
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sc   

Actual area of steel provided to account for reinforcement corrosion is determined as: 

                    2
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In summary, provide 10 Numbers of 1 inch diameter bar (9.426 in
2
), and provide ties of 

size  5/8 inch bar at  @ 8  inches spacing  for stirrup (Ash = 0.3068 in
2
).  

 

vi)  Optimal Design Cost Estimates: 
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             93.75518056.16237.389cost Total SRCCC tftconts   

            Therefore, for the design, the total cost SR 755.93 
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   5.6.3    Automated Design Optimization Methodology: 

   To automate the solution of an optimal design for specified requirement in strength, 

durability and serviceability, a program is written on Microsoft Excel spreadsheet by using 

the in-built Solver. The Solver is based on the design steps implied in the flow-chart shown 

in Appendix V Fig A5.1 for the case of RC beam design, and Fig. 5A.2 for the case of RC 

column The Solver will pinpoint the optimal results corresponding to the minimum overall 

cost of the beam and column. Details of the design output, and samples print-out of the 

results are provided in Table A5.1 and Table A5.2 of Appendix V for the examples 

considered. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

   The main of this study aimed to develop the models for material parameters such as 

compressive strength, elastic modulus and corrosion penetration rate which are utilized in 

the development of an automated design methodology for the optimal design of reinforced 

concrete members in corrosive environments by using coarse aggregates from two different 

sources in Saudi Arabia (Dammam quarries representing the eastern and central regions 

and Taif quarries representing the western region). It is a combined research program that 

comprises both experimental and analytical studies. The key stages of the research study 

are: 

1.    The two types of aggregates were used to prepare and test un-reinforced and 

reinforced concrete specimens for generating data required for developing regression 

models for concrete compressive strength f'c and elastic modulus of concrete  Ec, and 

reinforcement corrosion penetration rate  Pr . 

2.    The varying key design factors included cementitious materials content QC, water 

to cementitious materials ratio Rw/cm, fine to total aggregate ratio RFA/TA, cover 

thickness TCV, and level of simulated chloride exposure CCHL by using NaCl aqueous 

solutions.  

3.    The models obtained were used to maximize compressive strength f'c and elastic 

modulus Ec and minimize reinforcement corrosion penetration Pr by selecting 
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optimal levels of mixture parameters and cover thickness for a given level of chloride 

exposure.  

4.    An approach was proposed for carrying out the cost-effective design of beams and 

columns for specified strength and durability design requirements based on orders of 

design parameters obtained by utilizing the models developed in the present research.  

 

The sequel includes particular conclusions derived from the research study and ends 

with recommendation for further research studies. 

6.1 CONCLUSIONS  

Based on the findings of the present research, the following conclusions may be drawn:  

1.    Compressive strength and elastic modulus of concrete cast are significantly affected 

by cementitious materials content QC, water cementitious material (w/cm) ratio  Rw/cm, 

and fine to total aggregate ratio  RFA/TA. 

2.    Aggregates water absorption and abrasion losses are very important in determining 

the concrete strength rather than only the specific gravity (density). In fact aggregates 

with low water absorption, specific gravity, and abrasion loss value performed better 

in relation to strength and durability of concrete than aggregates that has higher 

specific gravity, water absorption and abrasion loss. 

3.   Chloride concentration, cover thickness and permeability of concrete matrix are 

major factors influence the corrosion penetration rate Pr which is capable of causing 

reinforcement corrosion. 
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4.    Low fine-to-total aggregate ratio varied between 0.4 to 0.45 performs better in 

relation to strength and durability of reinforced concrete in corrosive environment 

compare to lower values. 

5.    Corrosion penetration rate of 5 μm/yr (0.5 μA/cm
2
) could cause a significant damage 

to reinforced concrete at a shorter time due to tensile stress developed as a result of 

deposition of rust product on the rebar surface especially when the cover thickness is 

less than 37.5 mm.  

6.      Although the Taif (T-type) aggregates has a higher specific gravity and lower water 

absorption as compared to Dammam (H-types) aggregates, the abrasion resistance of 

Taif (T) aggregate was found to be lower than that of Dammam aggregate by about 

25%. 

7.     The achievable maximum strength in the Dammam aggregate was 40 MPa at 0.38 

w/cm ratio, a value of 31 MPa was achieved in the case of Taif aggregate concrete at 

0.42  w/cm ratio. 

8.   The minimum achievable corrosion penetration rate Pr for Dammam aggregate 

concrete was 3.0 μm/yr, a value of  5.7 μm/yr was obtained with Taif aggregate 

concrete. 

9.     The maximum compressive strength '

cf  and minimum corrosion penetration rate Pr 

for Taif aggregate was found to be respectively 35% lower and 47% higher than 

Dammam aggregate concrete. Hence Dammam aggregate performed better than Taif 

aggregate in both strength and reinforcement corrosion.  

10.     Based on the generated models, values of the cementitious materials content QC, 

water to cementitious materials ratio Rw/cm, and fine to total aggregate ratio RFA/TA that 
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gave highest strength and elastic modulus of concrete for both aggregate types were 

found to be 375 kg/m
3
, 0.38, and 0.45, respectively for Dammam aggregate concrete. 

For Taif aggregates concrete, the same values were found to be 400 kg/m
3
, 0.42, and 

0.45 respectively.  

11.     Reinforcement corrosion penetration rate was found to be affected by all five factors 

(cementitious materials content QC, w/cm ratio Rw/cm, and fine to total aggregate ratio, 

RFA/TA, cover thickness TCV, and level of chloride exposure CCHL) for both T-type and 

H-type aggregates.  

12.    From the models obtained and at 3% chloride exposure CCHL, values of cementitious 

materials content QC, w/cm ratio Rw/cm, and fine to total aggregate ratio RFA/TA, and 

cover thickness TCV, that gave minimum corrosion penetration rate values Pr were 

found to be 400 kg/m
3
, 0.38, 0.45 and 40 mm respectively  for Dammam aggregate 

concrete. For Taif aggregates concrete, the same values were found to be, 400 kg/m
3
, 

0.43, 0.35 and 50 mm respectively.  

9.     For a given level of chloride exposure of 3%, the optimum values of cementitious 

materials content QC, water to cementitious materials ratio Rw/cm, and fine to total 

aggregate ratio, RFA/TA, and cover thickness, TCV, that give the optimum corrosion 

penetration rate values Pr and optimum compressive strength fc' for Dammam 

aggregate concrete are found to be 400 kg/m
3
, 0.38, 0.45 and 40 mm respectively. For 

Taif aggregates concrete, the same values were found to be, 350 kg/m
3
, 0.42, 0.35 and 

50 mm, respectively. 

10.    The developed models can be utilized for determining optimal values of mixture 

parameters and cover thickness at a given chloride exposure corresponding to a 
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maximum compressive strength fc' and minimum reinforcement corrosion penetration 

rate, Pr.   

11.     The automated method outlined in this research work for optimal design of 

reinforcement concrete members may be used to obtain cost-effective and durable 

designs of RC beam and column. 

12.      The Microsoft Excel optimal design code achieved a 2% cost reduction for the case 

study considered in this research work of a simply supported beam with Dammam 

aggregate concrete, while 8% cost reduction was achieved for the axial column design 

with Taif aggregate. 
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6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS  

As a further extension of this research work, it is recommended that further studies and 

utilization of the generated models be undertaken such that:  

1. The specimens over which the research was conducted be utilized for further 

research study by carrying out the gravimetric measurement of corrosion rate of 

rebar in order to determine rebar loss of mass with time. From this, more refined 

corrosion rate model can be obtained. 

2. The optimization developed can be greatly improved by Finite Element Analysis 

(FEA) where the values of moment and shear at every section of the beams can be 

obtained. This will further yield additional economy due to reduction in materials 

quantities. In addition, continuous beams and biaxial columns can be easily studied 

when the FEA model is used. 

3. The models generated within this research work are based on two-aggregate from 

Taif (Western province) and Riyadh road quarries (Eastern province). The 

aggregate type (namely: T-type and H-type) are representative of most prevalent 

aggregates type used in Eastern and Western regions of Saudi Arabia. It is 

advisable to ensure that verification check (as regards the aggregate type) is 

conducted for the purpose of adequate utilization of the model for optimal design of 

RC structural members. 
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Appendix I: Typical stress-strain curves of a specimen cast with H and T aggregates 

                             

                              Figure A1.1: Typical stress-strain curve for H-test specimen 

 

 

                               

                               Figure A1.2: Typical stress-strain curve for T-test specimen 
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                    Appendix II: Procedure for Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 

Consider variable factors A (cementitious material content), B (w/cm ratio), and C (FA/TA 

ratio) and their three levels of variations, say levels 1, 2, and 3. Sources of effects of these 

three factors would be as follows: A, B, C, AB, BC, AC, and ABC. 

ANOVA involves calculation of the following statistical parameters: 

 Overall mean (Y ) 

 Correction factor (CF) 

 Degree of freedom (df) 

 Sum of squares (SS) 

 Mean squares (MS) 

 F-ratio 

Overall mean (Y ) 

total sum of all observations

total number of observations
Y 

 

Correction factor (CF) 

2(total sum of all observations)

total number of observations
CF 

 

Degree of freedom (df) 

Degree of freedom is the number of observations that can be varied independently of each 

other. 

df of a factor having n levels of variations = n – 1 
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Sum of squares (SS) 

Total sum of squares (SST): 

2

1

( )
N

T i

i

SS Y Y


 
 

where 

Yi = i
th

 observation 

Y  = overall mean of the N observations 

Sum of squares of individual factor A (SSA): 

     
2 2 2

.......1 2 3

number of observations for each level
A

A A A
SS CF

  
 
  

 

Sum of squares of individual factor B (SSB): 

     
2 2 2

.......1 2 3

number of observations for each level
B

B B B
SS CF

  
 
  

 

Sum of squares of individual factor C (SSC): 

     
2 2 2

.......1 2 3

number of observations for each level
C

C C C
SS CF

  
 
  

 

Sum of squares of interactive factor AB (SSAB): 

     

     

     

2 2 2

2 2 2

2 2 2

.....1 1 1 2 1 3

....2 1 2 2 2 3

.......3 1 3 2 3 3

number of observations for each level

AB A B

A B A B A B

A B A B A B
SS SS SS CF

A B A B A B
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Sum of squares of interactive factor BC (SSBC): 

     

     

     

2 2 2

2 2 2

2 2 2

.....1 1 1 2 1 3

....2 1 2 2 2 3

.......3 1 3 2 3 3

number of observations for each level

BC B C

B C B C B C

B C B C B C
SS SS SS CF

B C B C B C

   
 
    

    
 
    
  

  

  

  
 

Sum of squares of interactive factor AC (SSAC): 

     

     

     

2 2 2

2 2 2

2 2 2

.....1 1 1 2 1 3

....2 1 2 2 2 3

.......3 1 3 2 3 3

number of observations for each level

AC A C

A C A C A C

A C A C A C
SS SS SS CF

A C A C A C

   
 
    

    
 
    
  

  

  

  
 

Sum of squares of interactive factor ABC (SSABC): 

     

     

     

     

     

     

2 2 2

2 2 2

2 2 2

2 2 2

2 2 2

2 2 2

.....1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 3

.....1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 3

.....1 3 1 1 3 2 1 3 3

.....2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 3

.....2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 3

...2 3 1 2 3 2 2 3 3

ABC

A B C A B C A B C

A B C A B C A B C

A B C A B C A B C

A B C A B C A B C

A B C A B C A B C
SS

A B C A B C A B C

  

   

   

  

   


   

  

  

  

  

  

  

     

     

     

2 2 2

2 2 2

2 2 2

..

.....3 1 1 3 1 2 3 1 3

.....3 2 1 3 2 2 3 2 3

.....3 3 1 3 3 2 3 3 3

number of observations for each level

A B C ABSS SS SS SS

S

A B C A B C A B C

A B C A B C A B C

A B C A B C A B C

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   


  
 
 
   
 
 
   
 
 
    
   

  

  

  

BC ACS SS CF

 
 

  

 

Sum of squares of residual error (SSE): 

E T A B C AB BC AC ABCSS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS SS         
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Mean squares (MS) 

SS
MS

df


 

F-ratio 

error residual  theof MS

effect source  theof MS
 ratioF  

 Hypothesis of Effectiveness of an Individual or Interactive Factor: 

   The hypothesis that an individual or an interactive factor has effect is accepted at a 

particular probability level when the F-ratio is found to be greater than the corresponding 

F-value obtained from the Fisher’s distribution table.    

 Hypothesis: Effect of a source is significant if P  0.05 (i.e. at 95% confidence level) 
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          Appendix III: Samples of ANOVA results obtained from MINITAB software. 

              

Table A3: ANOVA Results for f
’
c (response) versus A, B, C (predictors). 

 

Factors Type Level Scale values 

A Fixed 3 0.875 0.938 1.000 

B Fixed 3 0.792 0.896 1.000 

C Fixed 3 0.778 0.889 1.000 

Source DF Seq SS Adj MS F P 

A 2 39.672 19.380 1.990 0.199 

B 2 464.501 232.250 23.260 0.000 

C 2 135.281 67.640 6.770 0.019 

A*B 4 23.686 5.921 0.590 0.678 

A*C 4 4.993 1.248 0.120 0.969 

B*C 4 22.437 5.609 0.560 0.697 

Error 8 79.890 9.986    

Total 26 770.456     
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Appendix IV:  Details of Butler-Volmer Equation 

   During corrosion (oxidation), both anodic and cathodic rates couple together on the 

electrode surface at a specific current density known as Icorr. This is an electrochemical 

phenomenon which dictates that both reactions must occur at different sites on the 

metal/electrolytes interface. For a uniform process under steady-state conditions, the 

current densities at equilibrium are rated as ia = -ic at Ecorr with ia being the anodic current 

density and ic being the cathodic current density. It is important to point out that Icorr cannot 

be measured at Ecorr since ia = -ic and current will not flow through an external current-

measuring device. When polarizing from corrosion potential with respect to anodic or 

cathodic current density, the over-potential expression given by Eqn. 1a and 1b. 

)log(
corr

a
aa

i

i
                                                                                                      …(1a) 

)log(
corr

c
cc

i

i
                                                                                                       ...(1b) 
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  i=ia-ic                                                                                                                              …(4)  

substituting Eqs. 2 and 3 into 4  
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Upon differentiating Eq. 5 with respect to E, the inverse polarization resistance Rp is 

obtained as in Eq. 6 
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Further differentiating yields: 
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Let us set some conditions for Eq. 7, such that; 
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Evaluating Eq. 7 at inflection point, we get: 
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Inflection point is achieved if and only if  βa = βc,, evaluating Eq. 7 at E = Ecorr  
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    Eq.10 can be linearized as follows: 

)log()log()log( corrp iBR                                                                                           …(11)                   
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where:   is as defined as Stern-Geary constant 

I = current corresponding to an over-potential (ε) 

ε = E – Ecorr 

E = polarized potential 

Ecorr = corrosion potential (i.e. open-circuit or corrosion potential) 

Icorr = corrosion current corresponding to Ecorr 

βa = anodic Tafel coefficient (< 1 V) 

βc =  anodic Tafel coefficient (< 1V) 
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                    Appendix V: Automation design methodology 

 

Microsoft Excel output interface 

 

 

 

 

Figure A5.1: Flow-chart for automated design of RC beam. 

 

No 

Compute width of stress block (a) and Area of reinforcement required As 

Input member geometry b, d, ø, constraints, materials parameters: fy, service life, 

days of curing d, materials unit cost: Cs, Cc, Cf, and load (live and dead) w.  

 Calculate residual geometry for steel and concrete due to corrosion and 

weather attack: b', d', ø'. Durability parameters: Dapp, tcorr, tp (tcorr, service-life). 

Shear V and Bending Moment, M  

 

Pr, Cr, Ec and f'c 

Constraints 

satisfied? 

Adjust the areas and beam geometry obtained for losses due to corrosion 

and weather attack 

Set up and check the constraints for geometry shear, 

moment, steel ratio and deflection  

 

As, b, d, volume of steel, volume 

concrete and area of formwork 

 

Total cost of the beam 

 

Initial geometry: b, d, ø  

Compute the cost of concrete, 

formwork and reinforcement 
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Area of reinforcement required, As 

Input column geometry: b, d, H; Rebars diam. ø; constraints, materials parameters: 

fy; service life; days of curing dc; unit cost: Cs, Cc, Cf, and load (live and dead) W.  

 Calculate residual geometry for concrete: b', d', steel ø'. 

Durability parameters: Dapp, tcorr, tp(service life, tcorr).  

 

Pr, Cr, Ec and f'c 

Constraints 

satisfied? 

Adjust the areas and beam geometry obtained for losses due to 

corrosion and weather attack. 

Set up and check the constraints for Euler load, stress 

limit, steel ratio, and geometry  

 

Compute the cost of concrete, 

formwork and reinforcements 

 

Total cost of the column 

 

Initial geometry: b, d, ø  

Figure A5.2: Flow-chart for automated design of RC column. 

 

Figure Va: Flow-chart for automated design of RC beam 
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Table A5.1: Microsoft Excel interface for optimal beam design. 
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Table A5.2:  Microsoft Excel interface for optimal axial column design. 
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